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NATURAL SCIENCES 

UDC 519.95 

CALCULATION OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF FEATURES IN THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS OF NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

Eshmuratov Sh. A., Mukhiyatdinov J. K. 
Karakalpak state University named after Berdakh 

Summary. The explanation of the decision-making process through the 
calculation of the contributions of different types of attributes and their combinations, 
and the complexity of the synthesis of neural networks in classification tasks is 
considered. 

Key words. Artificial neural networks, the informative attributes, intuitive 
decision-making, complexity of neural networks. 

Introduction 
Nowadays huge volumes of data are saved up due to improvement of computer 

technology from which it is necessary to take useful information. The newest 
technologies of the intellectual analysis which are used for finding of the models and 
relations hidden in the database are intended for the solution of these problems. These 
are models which cannot be found by usual methods. 

Especially brightly the use of intellectual methods of processing of experimental 
data is shown in those subject domains where decision-making process in many 
respects relies on intuition and experience of the researcher who is not the expert in 
the field of own thinking. One of modern approaches to a decision-making problem 
in the conditions of incomplete information is the use of artificial neural networks. 
One of ways to explain decision-making process with a neural network is selection of 
informative feature sets. 

As a rule, the principle "the winner takes away everything" is used in neural 
networks' making decision on belonging of admissible objects to not crossed classes 
in problems of recognition with "teacher". The analysis of a role of separate signs and 
their combinations in identification (formation) of "winners" allows to make this 
process rather transparent. 

Check of the validity of a hypothesis of compactness is the cornerstone of the 
majority of the known methods of selection of informative feature sets. If on a set of 
signs no consistent pattern is determined, then the only method to find the optimal 
solution is full search of all subsets of signs. As practically we do not realize full 
search already at rather small sizes of an indicative space, the heuristic methods of 
the reduced search are used. The step-by-step methods, statistical methods based on 
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casual search with adaptation are among those. 

Latent (obviously not measured) signs are investigated in a work. Selection of 
informative latent signs in size of their deposits to process of classification allows to 
understand the nature of intuitive decision-making. The measure of complexity of a 
class of piecewise linear decision functions is used for demonstration of effect of 
intuitive decision-making. 

1. Calculations of deposits of polytypic signs 
It is considered that a set of admissible objects E0 = { S S m } represent the 

training selection in which representatives of not crossed classes K ,...,K are set. 
Each admissible object is described by means of n of signs from which r quantitative 
(0 < r < n), (n - r)- nominal [2]. 

As a rule, the process of selection of informative sets of polytypic signs at 
classification with "teacher" is connected with the solution of such problems as [3]: 

a) transformation of signs to uniform type of scales of measurements with 
minimal loss of initial information, or a task of system of vicinities of objects on a set 
of quantitative signs; 

b) the choice of a measure of proximity between objects and a selection 
criterion. 

Let's designate through I, J respectively a set of quantitative and nominal signs 
from a set X = ( х г , x 2 х и ) . Let's consider that {fo}m -a set of values of a quantitative 
sign xq e I objects from E0, an A = (a0,...,a) - an integer vector which values of 
elements meet conditions: a0 = 0 a = m, a < a+i, r = 1,l -1 . 

Let 
(1) 

the ordered sequence foX and {u\,..,u[,...u),..,u\} a set of integers in which up is 
amount of q-go values of a sign of objects of a class K in (1) with serial numbers 
from a to a . 

It is obvious that the best divisibility of classes received when translating to a 
nominal scale of measurements will be when values of a nominal sign are identical in 
each class and do not coincide with one value from other classes, and the number of 
gradation of a sign is equal to number of classes. All values of a quantitative sign 
xq e I in (1) with numbers from aM to a , t = 1, l according to criterion 

С i i 

L L (up-1У 
( i i f 

p=1 i=1 
i 

в -1) 

LL < 
p = 1 i=1 

>Л 

m в -L up + up 
}=1 

i 
Ъвгс (mc-в1С) 

^ max. 
{A} 

(2) 

are considered equivalent in a nominal scale of measurements where mc, в - number 
of values-go from a sign without admissions according to all selection and the class 
Ki. 

It is considered that synthesis of neural networks with the minimum 

p p 

i=1 i=1 
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configuration similarly [4] is carried out in the form of the solution of a task on the 
minimum covering of the training selection of E0 by objects standards of a set 
П =&,...,Sa}, a<m, ny eE0, j = 1,2,.... The structure of objects of a covering of Pj 
depends on an order of the choice of candidate objects on removal from E0 the 
''consecutive exception'' procedure. 

On a set of nominal signs function from three variables is entered 
g, a = @ or b = @ 

f (r,a,b) = <0, a ^ b 
1, a = b, 

where g - degree of uniformity of gradation of a nominal sign in a class Kd and 
Sr e(Kd п>пj), a, b - values of gradation, @ - an admission code. Let's designate 
through I *, J * sets of numbers of the initial and combined signs with values 
respectively in quantitative and nominal scales of measurements. Let's put that 

+ J* = 5. objects of a covering п e E are described by signs from I * ^ J * and 
The ib,...,b)^(yi,. . ,y) display and calculation are made for recognition of 

accessory of any admissible object S = fo,...,b) to the classes K,. .,K on п 
, S ) = Z wrtyt

 + Z f ( r , xri, y ) w r i + w r 0 . ( 3 ) 
ieI* ieJ* 

where {w ,̂ wrl,..., wrS} - the weight of neurons of a network, determined by object 
standard Sr = (xrl,..., x^). Number of a class of object of S is result of application of the 
principle ''the winner takes away everything'' to values (3) on Pj. 

Let's designate through p - number of gradation of a sign c e J *, g'dc, g'dc -amount 
of values t-oh (1<t<p) gradation-go from a sign in the description of objects 
according to the class Kd and its addition with CKd, 6dc,0dc - number of values-go 
from a sign without admissions respectively in Kd and CKd, ldc, ldc - number of 
gradation-go from a sign respectively in Kd and CKd. Interclass distinction on with-
mu a sign is defined as size 

l p 

ZZ g ic о ic 
Ac = 1 = . (4) 

^ i6c - lc + 1)i6c - lc +1)+ (min(lic ,lic)-1) 
i=1 

Uniformity degree (measure of interclass similarity) of values of gradation-go 
from a sign on the class Kd is calculated on a formula 

Z g d c i g d c — 1 ) 

i6dc - ldc + 1 ) i 6 d c - l d c ) 

By means of (4), (5) became possible to define ''individual'' the weight of a 
nominal sign in different classes. So, for object Sr e in j nK d ) weight-go from a sign 
is calculated on a formula wrc = Acfidc. 

Another use of value (4) is its use as an indicator for comparison at selection of 
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informative combinations of polytypic signs. The set of the compared combinations 
of signs can be received by means of reboric or genetic algorithms [4]. 

As a side effect from association of nominal signs we will note the following: 
the probability that the combined sign of any admissible object of S contains the 
gradation which is absent at objects of training increases. 

Transformation of quantitative signs by criterion (2) allows to synthesize new 
nominal signs as combinations from quantitative and nominal signs. Process of 
synthesis of a new quantitative sign xq, q e I *, is presented in a general view as 

x q = WW ( ^ ) X W l ( \ ) X - X Wk ( x i k X 

where wd (xt) - transformation (including identical) a sign x. in a certain 
quantitative scale of measurements. 

w(x ) = • 
x — x 

( x ) - m a x 

x — x max min 

serves as an example of the transformation changing a sequence (1) vice versa, in 
which xmK, xmn respectively maximum and minimum meanings of a sign x. 

Values of scales of quantitative signs of objects of a covering П , = {s1 ,...,£"} 

in (3) are defined as wrc = xrc Vc e I * and wr0 = —1 Z w?c. 2
 ceI * 

In the presence of admissions in the combinations of quantitative signs given for 
the analysis it is expedient to use transformation by criterion (2) and to define the 
value of a contribution of each sign p e I * in division of classes as 

/ Un 1 un l p / \ I p 

Z ^ p , ( z p —1 ) H z j p 

К = — - — i=1 j 1 _ , (6) 
Z bp (bp—1) Z Kb ip ip ip ip 
i=1 i=1 

where z i p j , z i p j amount of j-y values of gradation of p-go of a sign according to the 
class K and its addition CK = E \ K, м^-number of gradation of p-go of a sign, 
К, К -number of p-go values of a sign without admissions respectively in K and CKi. 
Streamlining of a set of {Кр} values allows to make the directed selection of 
informative feature sets. 

2. Computing experiment 
For computing experiment medical data from [4,5], the containing descriptions 

of the 177th object by means of 29 quantitative signs were taken. Objects of selection 
are shared into two not crossed classes: a class 1 - control group (111 people), a class 
2 - patients with a hypertension (66 people). The number of admissions in data is 
equal to 7.23 percent and the average values of signs in classes were used for their 
filling at the choice of the minimum configuration of neural networks. The values of 
deposits (6) quantitative signs setting descriptions of admissible objects are presented 
in table 1. 
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Table 1. 
№ Signs Values of deposits 

1 Average arterial pressure 0,889 
2 Systolic arterial pressure 0,868 
3 Diastolic arterial pressure 0,765 
4 Pulse arterial pressure 0,743 
5 Size of a cavity of the left auricle 0,587 
6 Age 0,561 
7 Final systolic size of the left ventricle 0,484 
8 Final systolic volume of the left ventricle 0,484 
9 Specific peripheral resistance 0,469 
10 Final diastolic volume of the left ventricle 0,461 
11 Final diastolic size of the left ventricle 0,444 
12 Weight 0,377 
13 Kerdo's index 0,359 
14 Fraction of emission 0,196 
15 Extent of shortening of the perednezadny size of 

the left ventricle in a systole 0,184 

16 Shock volume 0,166 
17 Growth 0,067 
18 K1 coefficient 0,062 
19 Minute volume 0,057 
20 Systolic indicator 0,056 
21 QT interval duration on an electrocardiogram 0,051 
22 Systole duration 0,051 
23 Diastola duration 0,033 
24 K2 coefficient 0,027 
25 QRS interval duration on an electrocardiogram 0,021 
26 Pulse rate 0,008 
27 Warm index 0,006 
28 PQ interval duration on an electrocardiogram 0,006 
29 RR interval duration on an electrocardiogram -0,002 

The amount of objects standards of a local and optimum covering of selection 
received by consecutive removal (a scheme defining the order of sequential exclusion 
1,2, .., 177) of low-informative signs with 29 on 10 of table 1 is presented in table 2. 
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Table 2. 

№ Number of standards Value of 
complexity Number of signs 

1 19 551 29 
2 20 560 28 
3 16 432 27 
4 18 468 26 
5 19 475 25 
6 21 504 24 
7 16 368 23 
8 17 374 22 
9 18 378 21 
10 19 380 20 

An inspection of a hypothesis of influence of latent indicators on process of 
decision-making was carried out by selection of the combined degree signs not higher 
than 2. Initial signsw(x,) = xt, i = 1,n and latent, received directw(x,,x})=xtx}, (i Ф j) 
and return w(xt,x,)=xtx—1 by work were considered. Ten most informative signs on 
values of deposits (6) on the described way of selection are given in table 3 above. 

Table 3. 
№ Integrated signs Values Communication 
1 Systolic arterial pressure + Extent of shortening of 

the anteroposterior size of the left ventricle in a 
systole 

0,934 xx—1 

2 Systolic arterial pressure + Fraction of emission 0,934 x x 1 

3 Average arterial pressure + Extent of shortening of 
the anteroposterior size of the left ventricle in a 
systole 

0,934 x x 1 

4 Average arterial pressure + Fraction of emission 0,934 x x 1 

5 Systolic arterial pressure + Warm index 0,902 
xx1 

6 Systolic arterial pressure + Average arterial 
pressure 0,890 x i x j 

7 Average arterial pressure + systole Duration 0,888 xx1 

8 Systolic arterial pressure + Kerdo's Index 0,887 
xx1 

9 Size of a cavity of the left auricle + Average 
arterial pressure 0,870 x i x j 

10 Age + Average arterial pressure 0,868 x i x j 

Values of complexity of functions after use of the combined signs by results of 
table 3 are presented in table 4. 
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Table 4. 

№ Number of standards Value of 
complexity Number of signs 

1 10 290 29 
2 10 280 28 
3 10 270 27 
4 10 260 26 
5 8 200 25 
6 8 192 24 
7 7 161 23 
8 7 154 22 
9 7 147 21 
10 7 140 20 

The analysis of the received results shows, according to these data the 
dominating value has the systolic arterial pressure and its combinations extent of 
shortening of the anteroposterior size of the left ventricle. 
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Rezume. Klassifikatsiya masalalarida qaror qabul qilish jarayonini tushuntirish 
miqdoriy va sifat alomatlar, ularning kombinatsiyalarining hissalarini va neyron 
to^rlarning murakabliligini hisoblashda qarab chiqiladi. 

Резюме. Рассматривается объяснение процесса принятия решений через 
вычисления вкладов разнотипных признаков и их комбинаций, и сложность 
синтеза нейронных сетей в задах классификации. 

Kalit so zlar. Sun^iy neyron to^rlari, informativ alomatlar, intuitiv qaror qabul 
qilish, neyron to^rlarining murakkabligi. 

Ключевые слова. Искусственные нейронные сети, информативные 
признаки, интуитивное принятие решения, сложность нейронных сетей. 
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THE SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT AS OBJECT OF PROTECTION 
FROM IONIZING RADIATION 

Esnazarova Z.O. 
Karakalpak state University named after Berdakh 

Summary. The article reflects the legal protection of objects of the environment 
from radiation. Also it provides the use of natural objects and nature conservation 
regulating relations and measures. 

Key words. Safety, environment, source of the radiation, natural and 
anthropogenic radiation, radiation waste. 

At the present time, world science-technical progress in connection with the 
rapid development of natural resources for economic purposes is being used more 
and more. Because, the population of the world growing from year to year, the 
amount of the more food, fuel, clothing and other things in the production are 
required. The standing position of the area of this forest decrease at a rapid pace, the 
coming of the invasion of the desert, the desert,the soil of violation in the atmosphere 
of ozone is located above a block is going to reduce the land and increase the average 
temperature of the air is the other reason to go in those instances has been [1, B. 42]. 

Without interruption of the gun army racing, atomic, chemical weapons and 
other types of weapons of mass destruction production, storage and test the living 
environment of mankind is a very big risk. Biosfera rendered to a man in such 
circumstances by the effects of regulation, social development, maintaining the 
mutual effects of the combination of comfortable with the natural environment, and 
the relationship of human nature to achieve a balance that went towards problems 
remains critical. 

Modern ecology is to teach you to rise above it is very difficult. Nevertheless, 
you need to study and teach it. To do this the natural realities are understood, 
determine the causes of their origin, which is a positive approach to correct negative 
situations, the laws of nature, considering not only remain, but also based on his life-
activity into a number of environmentalists can be entered only the person who made 
it. 

Therefore the ecological quality of nature, air and water contamination with 
substances harmful to the living plant and reduced xayvonot going to be useful types, 
meadows, etc forest lines cut as a result of circumstances and nature protection has 
become one of the most objectives of the present day. 

Come on human health and anthropogenic objects xxi century the nature of the 
influence has been expanding. The most basic elements of the natural environment 
and the atmosphere, gidrosfera, and was born to a greater risk litosfera, they pollution 
unceasing. This problem in the world, socio-economic,political confrontation come 
out from human tsivilizasiyasining fail basis are given. Various kelishmasliklar, 
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sensitivity of the environment, the air,the sea, the ocean, the source of natural riches, 
it will lead to contamination. 

On the content of their ecology: microorganisms, plants and animals to live in 
natural conditions, development and distribution of the body the study of law as a 
result of the evolution of various biological development stages, namely: organic 
molecules, genovia cells organ, tissue, and bioticfactors in the effects of species and 
in their turn the representatives of large biological units that formed the system of 
study [2, page 8-9]. However, these concepts are also the basis of the legal side 
looking out from these concepts, together with the improvement of human health as 
natural objects-the necessity of legal action against the ion irradiation, the production. 

The objects of nature and human health from the effects of ionizing radiation on 
the same day of most global environmental protection is a problem. That strength this 
problem from all the problems of life, the importance of living on earth, including 
humans, to maintain the health of intended. While life and society on this earth at 
stake the destiny of the future generations to come shut to the world of the way from 
pre. 

The objects of nature and natural resources protection of human health from the 
effects of ionizing radiation is one of the objects. 

The relationship to the rules regulating the preservation and use of land 
resources-the content defines the legal measures of protection of soils. 

Our soils also economic stimulation measures by the state for infringement of 
reasonable protection installed. 

The environmental conditions in the current market economy and the citizens of 
our state along with all the riches of nature, when there is no strain of water resources 
needs are great. Therefore, this most basic of our our rich the same way I was telling 
it should be in the water - this means there is life. Our first task in this regard is the 
law on the incoming water, decisions and decrees, the rational use of rich water from 
the infected, protection from the effects of ionizing radiation and should assist to 
reduce pollution and save departure as the object of it is desirable to enhance the 
scientific direction in relation to water resources. 

A single state water fund of the Republic of Uzbekistan: 
- rivers, lakes, water reservoirs, other water bodies torn land and the source of 

the water channel and pool from the water; and groundwater from the ice. 
Davlvtlararo rivers - Amudarya, Syrdarya, Zarafshan river, consists of etc. 

A regular object - rich underground. Not considering the mineral riches on the 
land also is it just underground. Mineral - physical and chemical processes on the 
earth and under the earth come into being as a result of are substances. 

In determining the legal status of the plant world primarily its place in nature, 
use the importance of considering the need for protection. In the world of objects is 
characterized with the implementation of important ecological function of the plant. 
Keep the balance of the natural environment around it, the creatures living in it which 
is essential for oxygen supply to live. Also, the plant world of earth, water and wind 
erosion from the sun keep the light in water is an important role in the protection 
uynab. 
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As most of the necessary items to keep the plant world in the same manner -

carefully and necessity we. A regular object - the forest. Dege forest when allocated 
to the forest fund, state registration, and environmental levels the importance of 
having fulfilled the tasks are mainly to limited use of trees, bushes and other plants 
need to understand the nature of the composition composed of from a set of objects. 
The fund does not enter the state forest the forest the forest legislation of the right of 
the right of use of the object hisoblanmaydigan woody-bushes showing is also given. 

While ob'eti from the use of the forest in all cases, the state is the object of 
property rights. Therefore, it also the authorities of the state or enterprises, private 
legal entities or individuals have the use of the content does not lose its legal or not. 

Next type this fauna. Fauna is available in all parts of the earth. The type of 
animals which live on land all animals, 93 percent of the animal while water was 7 
percent. In general, even more than the type of animals living on earth type plants. 

The object of the protected area and the particular air from the atmosphere are 
also important. Also instead of having these items separately, the reason is necessary 
for human health ob'etlarsiz ta'qidlab past. 

Many remarkable, on the above mentioned items in this law, to the protection of 
the object, as well as offering activities to improve the status and mode of the object, 
the business object of affecting the position of enterprises, organizations and 
institutions, public authorities, nature protection, water management, sanitary control 
authorities and in consultation with other interested agencies from the effects of 
ionizing radiation on human health and the nature of the object of legal protection in 
the event shall be held. In addition, from the side, not only environmental, but 
spiritual, educational, this event was integrated into the mentality of our state to the 
implementation of avid. 

The legal protection of the objects of nature and human health effects of ionizing 
radiation mainly at the level of items we can determine that kanaqa. As a simple 
example, consumer waste are made by our citizens. 

The hazardous waste characteristics are not a poison, infectious, explosive, 
engaging, fire the flames quickly out of the year, quick reactions kirishuvchan, 
radioaktivlik there are entry types: 

- toxic - as a result the rolls of the living tissue into contact with substances 
which can destroy them spark; 

- catching structure that can be causative agents of these diseases or of infectious 
diseases in the source of the waste; 

- explosive - fire and or shock effect, which can be exploded in conflict 
dinitrobenzoldan substances which are also very impressive; 

fast reactions into do it yourself without any additional independent yordamsiz 
D.I. Quick and easy access as a result of reactions with elements in the periodic table 
mendeleev arguably tug'diruchi risk to life and waste the environment and human 
health; 

- radioactive - use content from the standard is high and unsuitable levels of 
radionuclides in the normative documents specified in which substances, materials, 
equipment, items of biological origin. Ionlashgan they relate to the core material and 
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the self are substances which spread radiation [3, B. 22]. 

Ionlashgan radiation-radioactive breakdown in nuclear evrilish, slow down the 
movement of charged particles in substance which is formed in different ion which is 
formed during the qutbli of radiation and interaction with the environment [4]. 

In the same manner was it is hard to tell, objects not to the level of risk in 
hazardous waste radioactive waste according to their characteristics and composition 
of waste is one of the most harmful. The difference from other radioactive waste 
hazardous waste, as they have property to change over time and the risk of them not 
instead of reducing the effects of, often go increased. 

Conclude the above quotes it can be noted that the idea of legal protection for 
nature and human health from the effects of ionizing ob'etlari nurlanishviy when you 
say the rational use of natural objects, to prevent the unjustified production of 
enterprises, protection from the effects of ionizing nurlanishviy natural objects, as 
well as natural objects and human health from the effects of ionizing nurlanishviy 
protection program development and implementation and aimed at enhancing the 
effectiveness of regulatory is understood to be the sum of the norms. 
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Rezyume. Maqolada atrof tabiiy muh'itni ionlashtiruvchi nurlanish tasiridan 
muhofaza qilish obektlari yoritilgan. Shuningdek, tabiat obektlaridan foydalanish va 
ularni muh 'ofaza qilish munosabatlarini tartibga soluvchi va muh 'ofaza qilish chora-
tadbirlari ochib berilgan. 

Резюме. В статье отражается охрана объектов окружающей природной 
среды от радиаций. Кроме того, было предусмотрено использование 
природных объектов и охрана природы регулирующие отношения и мерами. 

Kalit so'zlar. Muh'ofaza qilish, atrof tabiiy muhit, ionlashtiruvchi nurlanish 
manbalari, tabiiy va suniy ionlashtiruvchi nurlanish, radioaktiv chiqindilar. 

Ключевые слова. Защита, окружающая природная среда, источники 
радиации, естественная и искусственная радиация, радиоактивные отходы. 
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THE SOLVABILITY THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR THE 
EQUATIONS OF THE FOURTH ORDER OF THE MIXED TYPE 

Otarova J. A. 
Karakalpak state University named after Berdakh 

Summary. In the given job the non-stationary equations of the fourth order of 
mixed type in rectangular domain are considered. Two the boundary value problems 
are investigated. Uniqueness, existence and stability of the regular decision are 
proved. 

Key words. Boundary value problem, regular solvability, completeness, division 
of variables, Fourier methods, convergence of a rows. 

1. Statement of problems and the received results. 
In rectangular domain Q = {(x,t) :0 < x < p, - T < t < T j, where 

Q+ = ^ n ( t > 0 ) , Q - = ^ n ( t < 0 ) , we will consider the equations 

u + u = f (x, t), in Q + , 

xxxx t j V ' / ' ' 

uxxxx - utt = f ( ^ t ) , i n Q _ 

uxxxx + ut = f ( x , t ) , i n 

Uxxxx + utt = f ( ^ t ) , i n Q _ , where f (x, t) - the given function. 
Problem I. To find such a function u (x, t), which: 

1) it is continuous in the field of Q, together with the derivatives resulted in 
boundary value conditions; 

2) is the regular decision of the equation (1) in Q+ ^ Q - ; 
3) satisfies to boundary value conditions: 

u(0,t) = u(p,t) = 0, - T < t < T, (3) 

Ux (0,t) = uxx (p, t ) = 0, - T < t < T, (4) 
u (x, -T ) = 0, 0 < x < p; (5) 

4) satisfies to a pasting condition 
u (x, +0) = u (x, -0 ) , 0 < x < p. (6) 

Problem II. To find such a function u (x, t), which satisfies with conditions 1), 
3), 4) problems I and to the equation (2) in Q + u Q - . 

(1) 

(2) 
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The equation is considered in the field of Q+, is the two-parabolic equation, it 
turns out from p - parabolic equations [3] 

дu _/ д 2 pu 
~dt _ ( - ) nx^, 

at p = 2. The equation in the field of Q - from (1) contains product of return and 
direct operators of heat conductivity, and the equation considered in Q - in (2) is the 

equation of fluctuation of a beam [7]. 
Boundary value problems for the equation of the fourth order of mixed type are 

studied by many authors [1], [5], [6]. The fullest bibliography can be found in [2]. 
Boundary value problems for the equations (1) and (2) have not been studied 

earlier. 
In the given job, following with [4], theorems of uniqueness of decisions of 

problems I and II method of division of variables on the basis of property of 
completeness of system of root functions of one-dimensional spectral problem are 
proved. The decision of tasks in view is constructed in the form of a number. 

2. The first boundary value problem 
Let's enter designations: 

V(Q) = {u(x,t): u e Cj° (Q), ut e C (Q), u _ e C(Q+ U Q - ) , utt e C (Q - ) , 

conditions are satisfied (3) - (6)}. 

W(Q) = {f (x,t): f e C2, (Q), fm e L2 (Q), 

V t e [-T,T], f (0,t) = f (p,t) = fxx(0,t) = fxx(p,t) = 0}. 
Definition 1. Function u (x, t) e V (Q) will be called as the regular decision of a 

problem I at f (x, t) e C (Q) if in Q+ u Q - it is satisfied to the equation (1). 
Theorem 1. If there is a regular decision of the problem I, then it is unique. 
Proof. Let щ (x, t) and u2 (x, t) decisions of a problem I and 

u( x, t) = u (x, t) - u2 (x, t). 
We have 

u t = - u _ , t > a (7) 
u

t t = u x x x x , t < ( 8 ) 

Considering integrals 
p 

Ju(x,t)Xn(x)dx = an(t), n = 1,2,..., t > 0, (9) 
0 

and for negative values t 
p 

Ju(x,t)Xn(x)dx = pn(t), n = 1,2,..., t < 0, (10) 
0 

where is expansion in terms of orthonormal system 
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Xn (
 X

 ) = 
V 

2 ш 
— sinA x, A = — , n = 1,2, n 5 n 5 5 5 

p p (11) 
completeness in Z2 (0, p). 

Let's assume, that the condition is satisfied 
l i m u x x x ( x t ) • x = l i m uxxx ( x , t ) - ( p - x ) = ° - T < t < T . ( 1 2 ) 

x—0+0 7 x—^ p - 0 V / V / 

On the basis of (9), (10) we enter functions 
p—£ 

an ,£( t )= J u (x, t) X (x) dx, n = 1,2,..., t > 0, 0 <£< p, (13) 
£ 

p—£ 

PAt) = J u(x,t)X(x)dx, n = 1,2,..., t <0, 0 < £ < p , (14) 
£ 

and (£,p — £•) Ф 0 . Differentiating (13) once on t, (14) two times on t, considering 
(7), (8). Then we integrate four times in parts on x and passing to a limit at £ — 0. 
Then with the account of conditions (12), (3), (4), we receive the equations 

^ ' ( t ) + A> n ( t ) = 0, n = 1,2,..., t > 0, 

P / ( t ) — Apn (t) = 0, n = 1,2,..., t < 0. 
Solving these ordinary differential equations and using continuity u (x, t) in the 

field of Q, and also conditions (5) - (6) which pass in following an (0) = Pn (0), 
P (—T) = 0, a (0) = p (0). Then it is received an (t) = 0 , P (t) = 0. Then, the right 
parts of equalities (9) and (10) will be equal to zero. Orthogonality u( x, t) to full 
system (11) from here follows. Hence u (x, t) = 0 in Q. 

Theorem 1 is proved completely. 
Theorem 2. If f (x, t ) e W (Q), that regular decision u (x, t) of a problem I 

exists and is steady. 
Proof. We research the regular solution of the problem I as, in the form of a 

Fourier methods 
u

 (x>t
 ) = X un (t

 ) • Xn ( x ) 
n=1 (15) 

where Xn (x), is defined the system of functions (11). 
Functions un (t) is represented in a kind 

t. ^ e-A 4 t 

un (t)= f ( t — 1 ^ fn ( г )dr+ 2 , 2 % f j 2 (T + fn ( г )dr + w J ny ' A2 • (A shAT + chA2T )J nV ; K ' 
n у n n n у -0 n \ n n n f —T 

e~A" • shA2T 
" fn (0), t >0, (16) 

A2 •(A2
nshA2T + chA2T)' 

n \ n n n J 

да 

0 
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u. / 4 0 / Ч / 4 shA2 (T +1) 
.it)= J M f , ( г ) + A2 a A T + h A T ) f ' <0 

—T n у n n n у 

where 

Kn (t ,г) 

' shAn2 (T + г) • (chA2t — AlshAlt) 

A2 •(A2shA2T + chA2T) : 
n n n n 

shA2 (T +1) • (chAlr — Л^/Ц,2*) 

A2 •(A2shA2T + chA2T) n n n n 

(18) - the symmetric and limited kernel. 
Lemma 1. For n = 1,2,.. estimations are fair 

r Cjl f ( x,0) 

— T < г < t, 

t < г < 0, 

L2(0, p ) 

A2 11 n | l ^ 2 (—T ;T) A 
t > 0, 

u. ; ( t ) < C 
+ i 

C | f l lc(Q) + C \ \ f ( x > 0 ) 

Г - ( t ) | < £ т | ^ L (—T;0) 

» ' ( t У ' 

A II" " "L (—T ;T ) ' IIC(Q) 

C C l f ( ^ L , (0 .p) 

A 

< x l f . L , (—T „ + £ 1 1 f ( x ^ ) ! 

u :(t) < A 
2 

'и И-/ и I L (—T ; 0 ) + C 1 

L (0; p): 

Q) + C | f (x , 0) | 

L2 (0;p) ' 

t < 0: 

t < 0 

t > 0, 

C(Q) L (0;P) : t < 0, 

where C, C = const > 0. 
Proof. We will show limitation (18). 

shAl (T + г) - (chA2J — An2 shA2t) 

A2 -(A2shA2T + chA2T) n n n n 

< 
e

£ (t+г) + (t—г) ^ (t—г) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

A -(1 — e "2 A T ) £ -(1 — e "2 A T ) ' 

here г e [—T;t], t e [—T;0]. As (18) - symmetric function it will be limited and at 
t < г < 0. Hence we have an estimation, 

K (t > Ф C , 
An 

where C = const > 0. we will estimate, now the second composed in (17) 
shAl (T +1 ) 

AtshAtT + chAAT fn ( 0 ) 

A 2 (T+t) 

< 
AT •A: (1 — e - 2 £ r ) 

< C2 
A2 

here t e [—T;0], and denominator 1 — e~2A,,T > 0. 
Applying an inequality Koshi-Bunjakovsky in (17) and using received above an 
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estimation, we receive (20). Similarly, we receive an estimation (19). Calculating 
derivatives of functions un' (t) at -T < t < T and un" (t) at t < 0 and applying an 
inequality Koshi-Bunuakovsky, we receive lemma estimations. The lemma is proved. 

Convergence received numbers for the decision 

u (X, t) = { 

X 
n=1 

t 

J e - 4 ( t ( x ) dx + 
Я shX T + Я еИЯ Т т n n n n -T 

о 

\shЯl (T + x) fn (x) dx + 

Я • shЯ2T 

X 
n=1 

Я •(Я2sh^-T + M2T) n \ n n n f 

о J Kn (t ,x) fn (x) dx 

f n (0) X (X), t > 0, 

shя2 (t+1) 

-T Я2 •(Я2SHЯ2T + ^ Я 2 Т ) n \ n n n J 
fn (0) X ( x ) , t < 0, 

and numbers 

U o t c ( X , ( X, t ) = XKun (t )• Xn ( X ), 
n=1 

о 

u (X, t ) = - Х Я Ч ( t ) • Х и ( X ) + X f n ( t ) • Х и (X), t > 0, 
n=1 n=1 
о оо 

(X, t ) = Х Я Ч ( t ) • Хи ( X ) - X f n (t) • Xn (X), t < 0, u t (
 X 

n=1 W=1 
It is possible to prove using (19), (20). It is enough to us to prove convergence 

u^oac ( X, t), and from here convergence utt ( X, t) and decisions u ( X, t). Using 
estimations (19) will directly follow, (20) for u ^ ( X, t), is received the majority rows 

Х Я 
n=1 L (0,T) + XIIf (x,0)||z ., t > 0, 

n=1 IIl2 (0,p) ' 

X^ll f 4 ( - T , 0 ) + 
n=1 n=1 

о 

X f (x ,0) L2(0, p ) 
, t < 0. 

(21) 

(22) 

Considering conditions f (X, t) these rows imposed accordingly with function 
we will copy in a kind 

1 1 
X 1 \ f n 3 j J r , T ^ + X 1 3 

" ^ Я 1 n 3 L (0,T) Я n=1 Я ' n=1 Я 

d 3 f (X,0) 

X L ( - T , 0 ) + X j Я 

1 

n=L ' un 

dx3 

d 3 f (X,0) 

t > 0, 

dx 

Hence, we need to prove convergence of rows 
о 1 

X 1 * f n 3 

n=1 Я п 

18 

L- (0 ,T) ! 

L2 (Q) 

, 

L2 (Q) 

t > 0, 

t < 0. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

0 

e 

о 
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да ^ 

X т г 
»=i К 

d 3 f (x,0) 
dx3 t > 0. 

L (Q) 

Let's show, that a row (25) converges: 
(26) 

1 
X i з 
П=1 K n 

I да i i да 

X £ ,/xii л 
I I да о к ^ п — i i 2 

И 3 . 
"L1 (0,T) V

 я
 n=1

 n
 V n=1 

The first row, in the right part of the last inequality, is converging, convergence 
of the second row follows from equality 

•j i 
„ i = d 3 f 
IlLi (0,T) 

да 

XII n 
n=1 dx3 

L1 (Q) 

Considering 

written in a kind 

d 3 f (x,0) 
dx3 < C, where C = const > 0, a row (26) will be 

L (Q) 

^ X a , t > 0. я n=1 n 
Convergence of last number is obvious. Convergence (22) is shown similarly 

(21). Hence, u(x, t) e Cx
4;1 (Q+), for t > 0, and u(x, t) e Cjf ( Q ) for t < 0. the 

Theorem is proved. 
The decision of a problem I u (x, t) is satisfied to an estimation 

IMIc(Q)< СзЦ Д 1 (Q)+ C | f (*>°)||Li(Q) . 

where C3, C4 = const > 0. From this estimation it is followed with stability of the 
decision. 

3. The second boundary value problem 
Definition 2. Function u (x, t) e V (Q) will be called as the regular decision of a 

problem II for f (x, t) e C (Q) if in Q+ ^ Q" it satisfies to the equation (2). 
Theorem 3. Let numbers p and T such that for n = 1,1,... 

v2 

Qn (T ) 

f \ 1 f \ 1 f \ ПЯ T + пя пя 
cos T + sin 

I p ) I p ) I p ) 
T ф 0, (27) 

then, if there is a regular decision problems II, then it is unique. 
The theorem proof to similarly theorem I. Then we will show, that the set of 

numbers p,T satisfying (27) is not empty. If to take number p = <JTk, that (27) will 
become 

2 п2я . 2 cos n я + sin n я 
T 

Ф 0. 

да 
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Theorem 4. If f (x,t) e W(Q) и Q ( T ) > 8 q > 0 for n = 1,2,..., that regular 
decision u (x, t) of a problem II exists and is steady. 

The theorem is proved similarly to the theorem 2. The regular decision of a 
problem II is represented in the form of a number (15) where Xn (x), are defined by 
system of functions (11). Functions un (t) are represented as a kind 

n 

' ~лп' 0 

( ' ) = i ^ ( t - \ f „ r d r - . e 2 . 1 s i n a ( T + r ) f n r ) d r + 
0
 c o s A T + A 2 s m A 2 T ) - - T 

„-A„t sin A„T• e' „/_ч 
-fn ( 0), t >0, A2 (cos A2T + A2 sin A2T) n \ n n n J 

( ' ) = -! j Kn(',r)fn(r)dr+ 2 (
 S i n A 2 ( T + 2 ' ) V fn(0), ' < 0, 

An -T A • ( C O s AT + An s i n AT) 
where 

s i n A2 ( T + r ) • ( A 2 s i n ^ - C O s An2' ) _ T < T < t 

cos A2T + A2sin A2T 
K ( ' , r ) = ] n n n (28) 

sin A2 (T +1) • (A2 sin A^r - cos An
2r) 

2 2 2 —, ' <Г< 0, cos AJ + A2 sin AJ 
(28) - a symmetric kernel. Using an inequality Koshi-Bunuakovsky, we receive 
estimations 

U (')< f-rj) + ̂ f (X,0}|L(0,P}, ' > 0, 
C\\f ( x,0 )|| 

A 2 1 ( - T ; 0 ) • A„ 
It is possible to show convergence of rows of the received decision, using 

estimations, i.e. as well as in a problem I the making majority a row. 

And, if f (x, t) e W (Q), that decision u(x, t) e C„1 (Q+), for t > 0 and 

u(x,t)e C„,2(Q7) for t < 0. 

u (x, t) II it is possible to show stability of decision of a problem by means of an 
estimation 

u „ ( ' ) | < f - , , , + t < 0 . 

I M I C ( Q ) < C 5 I I F WL,(Q) + C 6 IIF I L ( 0 , p ) , 

where C5, C6 = const > 0. 
Let's notice, that as constructed decision u (x, t) of problems I and II belongs to 

c l a s s C„'(Q+), f o r ' > 0 a n d u(x')e C„f ( Q - ) f o r ' < 0 , that condition (12) is 
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always executed. 
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Rezyume. To'rtburchakli sohada aralash tipdagi xususiy hosilali differensial 
tenglama uchun chegaraviy masalalar yechilgan. Qo'yilgan masalaning yechimining 
yoganaligi isbotlangan va yechimning mavjudligi Fure qatori ko 'rinishida topilgan. 

Резюме. В прямоугольной области изучаются краевые задачи для 
дифференциального уравнения с частными производными четвертого порядка 
смешанного типа. Установлены критерии единственности и существования 
решения поставленных задач, которые построены в виде суммы ряда Фурье. 

Kalit so'zlar. Aralash tipdagi tenglama, Fure qatori, to'liqlik, regulyar yechim, 
yechimning turg 'unligi. 

Ключевые слова. Уравнение смешанного типа, ряд Фурье, полнота, 
регулярное решение, устойчивость решения. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE QUALITY AND CHEMICAL 
COMPOSITION OF THE ARAL SEA ARTEMIA CYSTS 

1 1 1 1 
Khajibayev Q.G. , Olimjonov Sh.S. , Ochepkova Y.I. , Berdimbetova G.E. 

J.Karakalpak Branch Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan. 
2. Institute of Bioorganic chemistry, Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan 

Summary. The article examines the collection, purification, size, hatching and 
chemical composition of cysts of the Artemia parthenogenetica in the Aral Sea. The 
diameter of the cysts was established to be 220-260^m, with an average size 
236.7^m. Hatching out percentage ranged from 63.7 to 75.8% with average of 70.1% 
during 24-hour incubation process, and this variation also depends on the collection 
time of the cyst. The fat content made 12.6% in relation cyst mass, when extracted in 
petrol, in hexane 11.35% and in chloroform 13.16%. Total and soluble protein 
content compiled 49.43 and 13.16%, correspondingly. 

Thus, the size (diameter) of the Artemia cyst, the release of the egg, the fat and 
the protein content were fully consistent with international quality standards. 

Key words. Artemia parthenogenetica, cysts hatching, fat content, protein 
content, water soluble protein. 

Introduction 
Artemia parthenogenetica is an organism living in saline sea and lakes, located 

in Europe, Africa and Asia. There are 7 types of organisms on the surface of the 
Artemiidae family. Artemia parthenogenetica lives in conditions where water salinity 
is 10-250 ppt. This type of Artemia was first discovered in the Aral Sea in 1998 
[1,68]. In the Aral Sea, water levels dropped dramatically and its salinity increased. In 
1960, the salinity was 10 ppt. In 2002, its salinity increased up to 75 ppt, to 98 ppt in 
2005, and in 2006 it increased to 109 ppt [2,5; 3,51; 4,101]. At the same time, due to 
the disappearance of numerous natural species in the Aral Sea ecosystem, 
biodiversity has dropped dramatically. These changes were favorable conditions for 
the growth of parthenogenetic Artemia. One of the features of Artemia is that it can 
develop in conditions where other animals cannot survive. Artemia cysts are thick, 
durable and covered with highly resistant shells. That is why it is one of the oldest 
types of pimples. 

At present, the cysts are widely used as food source in the fishery industry since 
the Artemia cyst is very nutritious food for fish. It is a commercially valuable 
commodity, mainly used to feed the first stages of the development of shrimp and fish 
species. The structure of the Artemia cyst is rich in proteins, fats and various 
vitamins. More than 90% of the fish larvae fed by Artemia nauplii develop without 
any disease, while 50% of the larvae fed with normal feedstock survive. Multiple-
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stage cleaning, biomass and chemical composition determination of Artemia cysts are 
carried when used as fish nutrient. 

Material and Methods 
Parameters to calculate the quality and composition of the Aral Sea Artemia 

cyst: purity (the percentage of broken slabs, the amount of contaminants such as 
empty shell, cyst and other residues, biometry (cyst size, hatching from egg), 
chemical composition (moisture, amount of lime, total protein content, total fat 
content). 

The Aral Sea Artemia cyst accumulates in spring and autumn. To collect Artemia 
cyst pomp, shovels, brooms are needed both from the sea and the coast. In June and 
July summer cysts are produced and winter cysts fall in September. To gather Artemia 
cyst pumps are used. Other used tools are paddles, brooms, fibers to collect from the 
coast. Quality Artemia cysts were cleaned up in three-stage processes. In the first 
stage cyst was separated from different types of animal residues and sand. In the 
second step cysts were desalted. The third stage included the separation of cysts from 
shell (Table 1) [5,63; 6,12]. 

When we separate Artemia cyst from shells, their biometrical parameters were 
studied. An ocular microscope showed the diameter of the cyst and shell and the 
amount of excretion of the cysts (Fig 2) (Table 2) [7,179; 8,29; 9,319]. 

As Artemia cysts and shells were separated, their chemical composition of: the 
moisture level, amount of ash, total protein and fat content were established. We 
determined cyst moisture level in the thermostat at 100oC using state standards 
(13496.4-93) [11]. Each sample were burned at 600-700oC and we determined the ash 
amount by using state standards (26226-95) [12]. 

The Kjeldahl method was used to determine the total protein content based on 
total nitrogen quantity [13]. The amount of water soluble proteins was defined by 
Lowry method [14,265-275] . 

Total fat content were established after extraction with petrol, hexane and 
chloroform at room temperature according to state standards (13496.15-97) [15;16]. 

Results and Discussion 
In the first-stage of cleaning of coastal cyst, 5 samples were taken and sieved 

through 500pm and separated from insect residues. Cyst samples were kept in sea 
water for 3-6 hours in order to separate from sand. Various insect residues during 
sieving process compiled 12%. Sand and other organic substances made up 8%. In 
the second step, cysts were desalted and the amount of salt was 9%. In the third stage, 
cysts were separated from shells by thoroughly mixing in water for half an hour. Thus 
the cysts were divided into two parts: meaning cysts and shell. 

Table1 
Purification of Artemia cysts of marine biomass and coastal biomass 

№ Sample Extras % Sand % Salt % Shell % Cyst% 

1. Marine biomass 5=0.2 - 5=0.5 12=0.2 78=0.2 

2. Coastal biomass 12=0.3 8=0.4 9=0.1 15=0.1 56=0.3 
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Starting from May 2004, the cysts have been gathered along the eastern Aral Sea 

basin. The diameter of cleaved Artemia cysts was measured under the ocular 
microscope. The total 300 cysts were taken from sixty-five samples. Cysts size were 
measured and averaged. Cysts and shells size were established to be 220-260^m. 
Total mean size made 236,7^m. Thus, the diameter of the Aral Artemia cyst was 
determined as commercially acceptable. The most demanded cysts size on the world 
market is 220-230^m. Iranian cysts are 260-287^m and Chinese product is 233-
280^m [10]. 

The main parameter determining commercial value of Artemia on the world 
aquaculture market is the hatchability. Good quality is more than 70% cysts should be 
larvae. The sale of cysts on the world market, whose hatchability below than 50%, is 
difficult or possible only at relatively low prices. 

Artemia Enrichment 
Requirements 

Temperature: 25°C 
pH: 8.0-8.5 
Dissolved oxygen: > 4 mg/l 
Salinity: 20-30 ppt 
Density: < 300 nauplii/ml 
Hydrogen peroxide dosage: 0.6g/l 
Enrichment duration: 20-24 hours 

Figure 2. Multiple Artemia enrichment cones: note heavy aeration 

Hatchbility of purified cysts were further checked. Here we used 5 samples and 
each were kept in saline water at a concn. 28g/l for 24 hours and 48 hours with 2000 
lx in separate conical tube. H2O2 is used to speed up the process (Table 2). 

Table 2 
The amount of excrements of the cysts within 24-48 hours 

Date Sample Reagent T U N C H+ Salinity 

11.08.18 24 hours 
0 272 53 158 61 77,5 28 

11.08.18 24 hours 0,6 202 32 127 43 78,1 28 11.08.18 24 hours 
0,9 208 33 115 60 71,1 28 

11.08.18 24 hours 

1,2 179 33 64 82 54,1 28 

11.08.18 48 hours 
0 272 20 191 61 77,5 28 

11.08.18 48 hours 0,6 202 14 145 43 78,1 28 11.08.18 48 hours 
0,9 208 12 136 60 71,1 28 

11.08.18 48 hours 

1,2 203 13 148 52 79,3 28 
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T- Number of common cysts, U- embryo, N-naupli, C- Residual cysts, H+- % of 

naupliis and embryos 
The moisture content of Artemia cyst from the sea and coast were defined using 

state standards 13496.4-93, the samples were placed at 100-105°C for 1-2 hours at 
the thermostat and their moisture level was established. Ash degree was determined 
keeping samples for 5-6 hours at 600-700oC according to state standards (26226-95) 
(Table 3). Ash degree, besides, depends on season when Artemia cysts were gathered. 

Table 3 
Moisture and amount of ash ̂  in the Aral Sea Artemia cysts 

№ Sample Weight g Moisture % Ash% 
1. Marine biomass 5±0.002 47±0.5 8±0.2 
2. Coastal biomass 5±0.002 15±0.3 13±0.5 
3. Purified cyst 5±0.002 10±0.2 10±0.3 
4. Shell 5±0.002 8±0.4 15±0.5 

Total protein content of Artemia cysts was determined by the method of state 
standards 13496.4-93, and the soluble proteins were determined by Lowry method. 
Fats were extracted at room temperature and heat exposure using multiple reagents 
according to state standards (13496.15-97) (Table 4). 

Table 4 
Total protein and fat content of the Artemia cysts 

Total protein % Total fat content % 

№ Sample Total 
protein (by 
Kjeldahl) 

soluble 
proteins 

(by 
Lowry) 

Petrol Hexane Chloroform 

№ Sample Total 
protein (by 
Kjeldahl) 

soluble 
proteins 

(by 
Lowry) 

Stand 

cond. 
T 

Stand 

cond. 
T 

Stand 

cond. 
T 

1. Cyst 49.85 - - 1.15 - 0.97 - 1.23 

2. Ground cyst 49.43 13.16 12.6 13.2 
5 11.35 12.1 13.16 13.9 

7 

3. Defatted 
cyst 53.409 14.21 
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Rezyume. Maqolada Orol dengizining Artemia parthenogenetica sistalarini 
yig'ish, tozalash, kattaligi, rivojlanishi va kimyoviy tarkibi o'rganildi. Sistalarning 
hajmi (diametri) 220 mikrondan 260 mikrongacha bo 'lgan kattalikda bo 'lib 
o'rtachasi 236,7 mikronni tashkil qiladi. Inkubasiyada 24 soat ichida tuxumdan 
chiqishi 63,7-75,8% o'rtacha 70,1% ni tashkil etdi bu o'zgaruvchanligi sistlarning 
yig'ish muddatlariga ham bog'liq. Yog'dorligi benzinda 12.6%, Geksanda 11.35%, 
xloroformda 13.16% ni tashkil qiladi. Umumiy oqsil miqdori 49.43% suvda eriydigan 
oqsil miqdori 13.16% ni tashkil qiladi. 

Shunday qilib, Artemia sistalarining hajmi(diametri), tuxumdan ochib 
chiqishi,yog'va oqsil miqdorlari xalqaro sifat standartlariga to'la mos keladi. 
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Резюме. В статье рассматривается сбор, очистка, размер, 

вылупляемость и химический состав цисты Artemia parthenogenetica в 
Аральском море. Диаметр цисты составляло 220-260 мкм, в среднем 236,7 
мкм.Процент вылупляемости в течение 24-часового периода инкубации 
составляла 63,7-75,8%, в среднем 70,1%, и зависит от времени сбора цисты. 
Содержание жира составляло 12,6% в бензине, 11,35% в гексане и 13,16% в 
хлороформе. Содержание общих белков составляло 49,43%, водорастворимых 
белков 13,16%. 

Таким образом, размер (диаметр) цисты, вылупляемость яйца, 
содержание жира и белка в цистах Артемии Аральского моря полностью 
соответствуют международным стандартам качества. 

Kalit so'zlar. Artemia parthenogenetica, sistalarning rivojlanishi, umumiy yog' 
miqdori, umumiy oqsil miqdori, suvda eriydigan oqsil miqdori. 

Ключевые слова. Артемия parthenogenetica, вылупляемость цисты, 
содержание жира, содержание белка, водорастворимый белок. 
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Summary. The produced polymeric materials of Ustyurt Gas chemical complex 
JV «Uz-Kor Gas Chemical» are studied. Of great practical importance is the 
classification of polymers in relation to temperature effects. Classification of 
polymers by the composition of their monomer units divided polymers into 
homopolymers and heteropolymers (or copolymers). 

Keywords. Polymer, polyethylene, polypropylene, mark, plastic details, high-
molecular compounds, natural, synthetical. 

Joint venture company JV "UZ-KOR Gas Chemical" is one of the largest, 
leading manufacturers of polymer products in Central Asia, based on the technology 
of deep processing of natural gas of the Ustyurt region of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan. 

Polymers are high-molecular chemical combinations (HMC) which 
macromolecules are formed from a variety of monomer units. Polymer molecules 
are characterized by a huge molecular mass (weight), from several thousand to 
several million atomic units of mass. A huge number of polymers can be divided 
into three main classes. To the first class belongs a large group of carbon-chain 
polymers, macromolecules which have a skeleton built of carbon atoms. 

Typical representatives of this class of polymers can be called polyethylene, 
polypropylene, polyisobutylene, polymethylmethacrylate, polyvinyl alcohol and 
many others. 

The fragment of the first macromolecule has the following structure: ( -
CH2-CH2 -) n [1.56]. 

The second class includes a group of heterochain polymers, macromolecules of 
which in the main chain in addition to carbon atoms contain heteroatoms (for 
example, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, etc.). 

To the polymers of this class include numerous simple and complex polyesters, 
polyamides, polyurethanes, natural proteins, etc., as well as a large group of 
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Organoelement polymers. 

The chemical structure of some members of polymers of this class looks like 
this: (-CH2-CH2-O-) polyethylene oxide (ether). 

The third class of polymers of high-molecular weight compounds with the 
mating system connections. These include various polyacetylenes, polyphenylenes, 
polyoxadiazoles and many other compounds. 

Examples of such polymers are: (-CH=CH -) n polyacetylene [2.40]. 
There are several options for classifying polymers. Depending on the origin of 

polymers are natural, artificial (modified) and synthetic. Classification of polymers 
by the composition of their monomer units divides polymers into homopolymers and 
heteropolymers (or copolymers).Depending on the structure of the main chain, there 
are: homosapie and heterochain polymers. According to the spatial structure of 
monomer units, polymers are divided into stereoregular and non-stereoregular (or 
atactical ).According to the structure of the macromolecules of the polymers can be 
linear, branched, stair and three-dimensional crossstitched (reticulated, spatials). 

Depending on the reaction for producing the polymers can also be classified as 
polymerization and polycondensational. The important practical significance has 
classification of polymers in relation to temperature effects. With respect to heating 
are isolated thermoplastic (polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene) and 
thermosetting polymers (epoxy resins). The basic polymers and the segments use: 
thermoplastics; foam and honeycomb plastics; rubber; Sealants and adhesives; 
paints and Varnishes: Among the many polymer materials the most practical 
application is still found materials on the basis of representatives of the first class of 
polymers-carboxylic of high-molecular compounds. From carbon-chain polymers, 
you can get the most valuable materials-synthetic rubbers, plastics, fibers, films, 
etc., and these polymers have found the first practical application (obtaining the first 
phenol-formaldehyde resins, synthetic rubber, organic glass, etc.).Many of the 
carbon-chain polymers became classical objects for the study and creation of the 
theory of mechanical behavior of polymeric bodies (for example, polyisobutylene, 
polymethylmethacrylate, polypropylene, phenol-formaldehyde resin, etc.). 

Subsequently, materials based on heterochain polymers, polyamide and 
polyester fibers, films, varnishes, coatings and other materials and products became 
widespread. A special place among these polymers took high-molecular 
organoelement compounds [3.31]. 

The representatives of the third class of polymers with conjugated bond 
systems have found application for the manufacture of electrically conductive 
materials. 

Applying modern technologies of processing of the extracted natural gas and 
other by-products of production of hydrocarbonic raw materials in goods, useful for 
society, the enterprise makes a significant contribution to rational use of natural 
resources and preservation of ecological balance. 

The construction of the Ustyurt Gas chemical complex began in 2012 and in 
2015 began trial production work. In 2015, it produced about 54.9 thousand tons of 
liquid hydrocarbon gas, 34 thousand tons of condensate gas and over 186 thousand 
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tons of polyethylene and polypropylene. The complex consists of plants: gas 
distribution, ethylene, polyethylene, polypropylene production and energy supply. 

The production of polyethylene and polypropylene is justified by the world's 
leading companies Mitsui chemical CX and Mitsui Hypol. 

The productivity of the complex based on the technology of deep processing of 
natural gas is 4.5 billion cubic meters per year and the production of 162 thousand 
tons of condensate gas. 

On the basis of these technologies, the full capacity of the Ustyurt Gas-
chemical complex is: -commercial gas - 3.7 billion m3; -production of high -
density polyethylene-387 thousand tons per year; - production of polypropylene-83 
thousand tons; - distillate pyrolysis-102 thousand per year; - pyrolysis oil-8.3 
thousand tons per year. According to the international Agency, polypropylene is the 
most common polymer in the world, the need for polypropylene increases by 4-6% 
every year. 

Products obtained from polyethylene and polypropylene: 
Polyethylene of grade-B8301 has high strength and processing properties. 

Polyethylene of this brand is used to produce various household products, such as 
bags. 

Polyethylene of grade-F7000 has good tensile strength and machinability. 
Widely used for packing different food products. 

Polyethylene brand-J2200, J2600 has high strength and resistance to various 
chemicals. 

Polyethylene brand-EP8100 has a high temperature resistance due to the use of 
high technology in the process of obtaining. Used for hot water supply and for floor 
heating. 

Polyethylene grade-M8000 has good resistance to cracking under the influence 
of the environment. It is widely used as pipes for water and gas supply. 

Polyethylene brand-BL6200 has a high resistance to cracking under the 
influence of the environment, has a high manufacturability due to the use of high 
technology. It is used in household life in the form of small bottles (bottles for 
shampoos, bleaches, cosmetics). 

Polyethylene grade-J2200 has high rigidity and good chemical resistance. It is 
used for the production of household utensils, as well as bottle caps. 

Polyethylene brand FL-7000. It has high strength and good manufacturability. 
Used in industrial packaging bags and for shopping bags. 

The products obtained from the polypropylene: 
Polypropylene grade B-320 has a high strength and manufacturability due to 

the use of high technology in the production process. Used to produce industrial 
sheets and packing boats for food, etc. 

Polypropylene grade Y-130 has high strength, manufacturability of the melt, 
good gas tightness due to the use of high technology in the production process. It is 
used in the textile industry in the production of monofilament and yarn. 

Polypropylene of the FC-550 brand is injection polypropylene of high 
hardness, has a heat-resistant layer for production of the undirected films. 
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Polypropylene of the J-150 brand is injection polypropylene of high hardness, 

used for household goods of General purpose. 
Polypropylene of FR-170 h brand has good gas-tightness and weather-resistant 

properties. Used as staple fibers, etc. 
Polypropylene is a thermoplastic polymer used in a wide range of applications 

including packaging and labeling, textiles (such as ropes, fibers, and carpets), 
stationery, various types of plastic parts and reusable containers, automotive 
components, disposable syringes, etc. Additionally, the polymer obtained from the 
propylene monomer is extremely resistant to many chemical solvents, bases and 
acids. 

Thus, polymers of polyethylene and polypropylene of Ustyurt Gas chemical 
complex JV "UZ-KOR gas chemical" are perspective materials for obtaining the 
production of various industrial and household polymeric materials and products on 
their basis. 
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Rezyume. Ustyurt gaz kimyo kompleksining «Uz-Kor Gaz chemical» qo'shma 
korxonasini ishlab chiqarish mah'suloti urganildi. Muxim amaliy ahamiyatli 
xossalaridan biri, bu polimerlarning temperaturaga tasiriga bog'liq turdagi 
sinflanishi bulib topiladi. Polimerlarning klassifikatsiyasi ularning 
monomerlarining zvenolarining tarkibiga kura polimerlar gomopolimerlar va 
geteropolimerlar (yoki sopolimerlar) ga bulinadi. 

Резюме. Изучены выпускаемые полимерные материалы Устюртского 
газохимического комплекса СП «Uz-Kor Gaz chemical». Важное практическое 
значение имеет классификация полимеров по отношению к температурному 
воздействию. Классификация полимеров по составу их мономерных звеньев 
подразделяет полимеры на гомополимеры и гетерополимеры (или 
сополимеры). 

Kalit so'zlar. Polimer, polietilen, polipropilen, marka, plastmassa detallari, 
yuqori molekulyar birikmalar, tabiiy, suniy 

Ключевые слова. Полимер, полиэтилен, полипропилен, марка. 
пластмассовые детали, высокомолекулярные соединения, природный, 
исскуственный 
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Summary. In the article questions of full and highly productive use of irrigation 
land reserves are considered. The given problem can be solved at complex realization 
of building of irrigating systems, development and rational use of irrigated lands, 
accurate interaction of exploitation of system, namely an irrigation and farm 
production 

Keywords. Melioration, irrigation, rational water distribution, showering, the 
irrigation, water consumers. 

From the first days of independence of the Republic of Uzbekistan has been 
clearly defined a strategy for agricultural development based on agricultural 
diversification, moving away from cotton as a monoculture, self-sufficiency food 
products, achieving a grain and generally food independence. At a government 
meeting on January 21, the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov 
said that the country's agriculture urgently needs modernization, technical and 
technological renovation. According to the Decree of the President of RUz No. 1958 
of April 19, 2013 "On Measures for the Rational Use of Water Resources and 
Improvement of the Reclamation Status of Irrigated Lands for the Period 2013-2017", 
huge works are being carried out in irrigated lands of the country. According to the 
data announced by the President, in 2013 more than 103.7 billion sums were sent to 
implement projects for land reclamation improvement [1,2]. 

As a result of works on construction and reconstruction, as well as repair and 
restoration of land reclamation facilities, due to the funds of the fund for improving 
the reclamation state of irrigated lands, the reclamation state has been improved and 
the sustainability of 264,000 hectares of irrigated land is ensured, which creates a 
solid base for increasing crop yields and increasing the efficiency of irrigated land 
[3]. 

At the same time, the President has emphasized, irrigated lands reclamation 
State is of great concern. About 49% of irrigated lands salinization in varying 
degrees, with about 18% strongly and medium saline lands, over 23% of the land 
belongs to the category of low-site class. "We will continue to increase investment in 
land reclamation and land productivity improvement. But, along with this, we need to 
put things in order to improve the efficiency and the proper use of the immense 
resources for these purposes, the introduction of modern technologies and 
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techniques", said Islam Karimov. 

In this regard it becomes more important a task questions of further increase in 
efficiency of use of the irrigated lands. These in turn require the development and 
implementation of measures of technical, economic, institutional, legal and 
educational nature. 

To achieve sustainable growth and increasing agricultural production in 
Uzbekistan, it is necessary that the vast natural resources of irrigated zones were 
managed more efficiently and comprehensively on the basis of cluster approach to the 
production and agricultural products processing, integrated management of soil and 
water resources. 

Reclamation is one of the most effective factor in improving soil fertility and the 
major directions of the intensification of agricultural production [4]. Irrigation 
involves, in addition to the on-farm water management organization and 
improvement of the system of internal water use, adapting it well to the 
characteristics of each industry, irrigated agriculture. In the context of existing 
irrigation systems, water pitchers, with irrigation network, rational water allocation 
between them plays a big role. But crucial nevertheless has, in our view, proper 
examination of water use.To bring water to the points of allotment to the farms is not 
the main goal. The main objective is to ensure that, having received irrigation water, 
water user regardless of their form of ownership, used effectively and properly 
distributed among crop fields, crops and organized qualitative and timely their 
watering. How this work will be organized and carried out depends entirely on the 
effect of the use of water resources on the relationship with the rational use of 
agricultural land. 

Receiving water users in pixels of separation like numerically and time is 
conditional upon its arrival in distribution and conductive network and water 
requirements of the agricultural enterprise. Rational inter-farm and system-wide 
(inter-farm) water use, which implies the correct distribution and efficient, 
economical use of irrigation water in each farm, and within the farm - at each 
production site, requires that the entire distribution and conductive network of the 
irrigation system be equipped with devices for accounting and water distribution, 
water meters and water regulation facilities. Only in this case, apparently, we can talk 
about a well-organized planned water use. 

At the present stage of development of land reclamation and water management, 
when state irrigation systems are, as a rule, multi-purpose enterprises, the role of 
organization and management of water use and water resources in the territory of the 
irrigated region, the country or a large region is extremely high. 

Reporting of the operation of the operating services, their structure and the level 
of material and technical support depends on the optimal distribution and timely 
supply of water to household water users, its rational use for its intended purpose, 
monitoring of on-farm water consumption, improving the efficiency of irrigation 
systems. Improving the management system of irrigation systems should go first and 
foremost along the path of mechanization and automation of water distribution and 
water supply. 
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Management of water use at the intereconomic level, i.e. on that which is in 

competence of branches of managements of operation of the state irrigating systems 
is organized slightly better now, than at the level of separate agricultural enterprises. 
Management of inter economic water use which, actually, also causes efficiency of 
use of water resources and irrigation lands, a meliorative condition of the last, etc. is 
organized meanwhile not absolutely well. In connection with the failure of on-farm 
irrigation network, the absence or faulty in some farms measuring or regulating 
devices cannot be implemented at the appropriate level and distribution of the water 
supply for irrigation. In addition, a significant part of the on-farm irrigation network 
is technically less perfect than the inter-farm network; it is poorly equipped with 
various hydraulic structures, instruments and devices, especially automatic ones, 
necessary for its efficient operation. This network of mainly open type, for leaving 
and maintenance in technically working order which there are not always 
corresponding cars and mechanisms; in it a significant amount of water is lost by 
means of filtration. 

Rationalization of on-farm water use is in direct connection with the 
improvement not only of on farm irrigation network and its methods of operation, but 
also technology. For the successful use of agricultural land, it is now important to 
maintain the existing irrigation systems in a proper operational state with a systematic 
improvement. Therefore, irrigation of land, as the main and most capital-intensive 
part of the national program for the radical improvement of agricultural land in the 
country, requires a rational investment of funds. Capital costs for irrigation 
construction and development of irrigated lands account for a fraction of the required 
volume, and the specific capital intensity of 1 hectare of irrigated area is 2-4 times 
higher than that of drained land. The situation is really very different from the 
situation in the industry prior to the restructuring period, and especially the second 
half of the 20th century, characterized by extremely high rates and widespread 
development of irrigated agriculture in our country and in virtually all countries. 
Even in Denmark, Great Britain, Finland, Sweden and other States in the area of 
excessive and sustained moistening, build irrigation systems now. If at the beginning 
of the century the world's irrigated land area consisted of 40 million hectares, and in 
1949-92 million, according to data it currently ranges from 230-235 million hectares. 
This means that, in recent years, the average annual rate of irrigation development 
accounted for almost 10%. 

It should be noted that different authors lead various data on the world's irrigated 
land. According to other researchers, the irrigated area worldwide already exceeds 
225 million hectares [5]. 

Simultaneously with the increase in absolute volumes of capital expenditures in 
irrigation of lands, their specific sizes increase, i.e. per unit of irrigation area. This is 
evidence that irrigation is carried out on a new technical basis, perfect engineering 
irrigation systems are being created, and a comprehensive method is being widely 
used in irrigation construction and development of irrigated lands. 

The agricultural industry in connection with presence of the areas of irrigation 
lands becomes one of the main water users and water consumers. 
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Currently, the water supply for agriculture, including irrigation, use of resources, 

both surface and groundwater. 
In these circumstances, the great economic importance is the problem not only 

of increasing the economic efficiency of investments into construction of 
reclamation, irrigation and drainage in the creation of irrigated agriculture in General, 
but also rational, highly efficient use of land and water resources, especially for 
irrigation, protecting them from salinization, water logging, pollution and exhaustion. 

The actuality of the study of economic efficiency in the use of land and water 
resources, improvement of water and land management in the conditions of irrigation 
is conditional on the fact that the theoretical and practical aspects of the problem is 
studied, in our view, it is not enough. Naturally, questions of determination of 
efficiency of use of land and water resources in the irrigated agriculture, the 
organizations rational and highly effective to the earth - and water use, management 
of water management and irrigational systems are a part of problems of a homeland 
security of the country. 

Scientific bases to the earth - and water use have to proceed from economic 
essence and features of irrigation as factor of increase in economic fertility of 
farmlands. As the economic fertility of this or that soil is defined by a complex of 
elements as natural, biological, and economic, technical and technological order, it is 
natural that the organization of the irrigated agriculture has to be under construction 
so that the water factor made optimum impact on all elements. At the same time 
according to new quality it is necessary to regulate all complex of conditions of the 
irrigated system of agriculture. 

Water supply to a specific plot itself still does not automatically ensure the 
prerequisites for high production efficiency. At the same time, it is equally important 
to strictly observe scientifically based irrigation and irrigation norms, irrigation 
terms, i.e. choose the optimal for each culture mode of artificial moisturization, 
taking into account the emerging soil and climatic conditions, improve the technology 
and production technology. Violation of these requirements invariably leads not to an 
increase, but to a decrease in the fertility of irrigated lands due to swamping, 
salinization, flooding and deterioration of their reclamation state. 

Irrigation represents such process when water, owing to the annex to it of the 
live and substantiated work, from a source moves for watering of crops and turns thus 
from a natural resource directly into a productive resource and participates in creation 
of a harvest. This process is carried out by means of irrigating system and the 
irrigation equipment. 

Agriculture in the conditions of irrigation is a complex, organically integrated 
process of influencing the soil of labor and the means of production of agricultural 
and irrigation-reclamation purposes in order to obtain the maximum amount of 
production from a unit of land area. Agriculture in the conditions of irrigation is a 
complex, organically integrated process of influencing the soil of labor and the means 
of production of agricultural and irrigation-reclamation purposes in order to obtain 
the maximum amount of production from a unit of land area. Here are closely 
intertwined as agricultural and hydraulic works and activities; without timely and 
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qualitative performance of those and other necessary and cannot be created real 
prerequisites for high production efficiency. 

The economic fertility of irrigated lands under the influence of an artificial water 
process becomes more volatile than that of a non-irrigated one, both upward and 
downward in the case of irrational organization of land or water use. Therefore, 
irrigation Land Fund qualitatively more mobility than rain-fed. 

The irrigation system of agriculture is more progressive and intensive in 
comparison with the non-irrigational, because, on the one hand, it guarantees, on the 
other hand, it stabilizes agricultural production and improves its efficiency. 

It significantly pushes the boundaries of the current application of the living and 
labor to the land embodied in increasing its productivity [6]. To paraphrase, you 
could say that just as the working machine multiplies the effect of running on it for 
work, the irrigation system erected in n-GE degree of productive force of the Earth. 
In the conditions of irrigation efficiency at the same time chemicals, mechanization, 
automation, etc. But irrigated agriculture however also requires greater organization 
and culture. 

Along with this, you should always keep in mind the natural and economic 
conditions of the zone in which developing irrigated agriculture. 

Development of sustainable land and water management, in relation to the 
characteristics of the modern irrigated agriculture, which have quite different 
requirements for its scientific foundations, should be based on the following shared 
fundamental principles: 

1. Ensuring a high and constantly increasing irrigated land fertility, i.e., 
ultimately, eliminate the causes of their salinization and water logging-permanent 
irrigation satellites. 

2. Maximum concentration of irrigated land in farms and areas with developed 
irrigated farming, establishing specialized production zones on irrigated lands 
through the construction of technically advanced irrigation systems, closed-type 
mechanized or automated distribution and irrigation of crops. 

Ensuring the most efficient and effective use of water resources for irrigation. 
Irrigation regime should build on the principle of "complementarity". This means that 
irrigation water for irrigated plots served as a supplement to precipitation. Moreover, 
scientific irrigation norm for varying crop will be the difference between the total of 
its water during the growing season (necessary to obtain the programmed level of 
harvest) and precipitation. Water supplies same plus precipitation, generally should 
not exceed the total water consumption by crops grown on irrigated lands. 

A complete and highly productive use of irrigation of the Land Fund can be 
achieved when integrated implementation of construction of irrigation systems, 
development and management of irrigated land, clear collaboration operating 
systems, irrigation and agricultural production itself. 

The nature of water is determined by the set of conditions, among which the 
leading role is played by the forms of use of water, ways to commercial and 
economic relationships, the direction of the use of irrigated land (i.e. land and crop 
structure squares on them), the principle of irrigation development, type, design and 
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technical level of the irrigation system, mode, modes and irrigation technique. In 
turn, the latter depend on natural and economic factors of the zone, where irrigated 
farming. 

Water resources management based on the fence plan the necessary amount of 
water accounting, distribution and filing it in every household-water user in 
accordance with its needs and later bringing the water to a specific sector and 
irrigation use it for its intended purpose. Of course, that proper water management 
cannot be such if it is not based on optimal planning. 

State ownership of water resources, which forms the basis of water relations, 
creates several specific conditions for the implementation of planned and integrated 
use of water with maximum effect in all sectors of the national economy, including 
for irrigation purposes. 

Strictly rationed water provides the necessary prerequisites for a continuous 
flow of water in the agricultural enterprises for the whole period of irrigation. This 
flow is carried out in accordance with the system-wide plan of water, which 
represents the schedule of water supply to farms in the right quantity to get the 
projected harvest. 

It is very important to water distribution among water users and within them — 
between various branches of irrigated agriculture, guided by a single, scientifically 
sound approach, the essence of which is to obtain maximum required society with 
high quality products, i.e., the greatest effect from the use of the planned volume of 
irrigation water. Optimization of water allocation and use of such a criterion, on the 
one hand, gives the opportunity to the scientific basis of the distribution of irrigation 
water as a vital resource production between individual farms and industries irrigated 
agriculture, achieving minimal its unit consumption of agricultural products. And, on 
the other hand, helps to uncover water saving reserves. 

Requirements for modern irrigation systems are, first and foremost, to 
dramatically reduce, and in the future and eliminate unproductive losses of irrigation 
water, including by filtering; to the maximum extent mechanize and automate the 
supply and distribution of water, irrigation of crops and on this basis to achieve the 
further concentration of irrigated acreage, increase the effectiveness of labour costs 
and land reclamation. 

Along with the successful organization of the mixed water should be improved 
and a system of internal water use, adapting his best to the characteristics of each 
industry, irrigated agriculture. In the conditions of irrigation systems, water pitchers, 
many farms, rational water allocation between them plays a big role. 
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Rezyume. Maqolada sug'oriladigan er fondi to'liq va yuqori darajada samarali 
foydalanish masalalari ko'rib chiqiladi. Bu vazifalarni sug'orish tizimlarini qurish, 
sug'oriladigan erlarni rivojlantirish va ulardan oqilona foydalanish, tizimning 
ishlashi, sug'orish va qishloq xo'jaligi ishlab chiqarishi o'rtasidagi aniq o'zaro 
munosabatlar integratsiyalashgan holda hal qilinishi mumkin. 

Резюме. В статье рассмотрены вопросы полного и высокопродуктивного 
использование ирригационного земельного фонда. Данная задача может быть 
решена при комплексном осуществлении строительства оросительных 
систем, освоении и рациональном использовании поливных земель, четком 
взаимодействии эксплуатации системы, собственно орошения и 
сельскохозяйственного производства 

Kalit so'zlar. Erni yaxshilash, sug'orish, oqilona sug'orish, suv taqsimoti, 
sug'orish, suvdan foydalanuvchilar. 

Ключевые слова. Мелиорация, орошение, рациональный полив, 
водораспределение, ирригация, водопотребители. 
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Summary. The role of lexis for learning a foreign language is just as important 
as the role of grammar. After all, the vocabulary is transmitted directly to the object 
of thought by virtue of its nominative function. In a lively speech, lexical and 
grammatical skills are inseparable: grammar organizes dictionary, resulting in 
formation of a unit of meaning — the basis of any speech activity. 
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The role of lexis for learning a foreign language is just as important as the role 
of grammar. After all, the vocabulary is transmitted directly to the object of thought 
by virtue of its nominative function. In a lively speech lexical and grammatical skills 
are inseparable: grammar organizes dictionary, resulting in formation of a unit of 
meaning — the basis of any speech activity. The purpose of foreign language 
teaching is to develop oral and written forms of communication. Possession of 
foreign language vocabulary in terms of semantic precision, synonymous of wealth, 
the adequacy and appropriateness of its use is an essential prerequisite for the 
realization of this objective [1,1138]. 

English as a subject that promotes the development of a communicative culture 
and enhances the cognitive abilities of students is suggested to be studied at all levels 
of schooling, including the primary level. It is recognized that early learning of 
English creates conditions for the early communicative and psychological adaptation 
of young schoolchildren to a new linguistic world, helps to overcome psychological 
barriers in using English as a means of communication, and introduces children to a 
new social experience by expanding social roles in gaming situations of family-
household and school communication, forms the students' readiness and ability to 
communicate in English, taking into account their verbal possibilities. 

One of the important methods of educational problems is the problem of 
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learning vocabulary. Mastering vocabulary is a specific process, as some expressions 
and words are memorized better but for getting the others it is necessary to do special 
exercises which are aimed at improving the process of remembering. 

The ability to carry out automatically, independently a number of actions and 
operations related to the call of a word from long-term memory, correlating it with 
other lexical units, is called a lexical skill. Consequently, the goal of teaching the 
lexical side of speech is the formation of a productive (speaking and writing skills) 
and receptive (reading and listening) lexical skills [2,81]. 

Actions and operations that underlie each of them, constitute the content of 
teaching vocabulary, its psychological component. 

A productive lexical skill is a synthesized action by a call of a lexical unit that is 
adequate to a communicative task and its correct combination with other lexical units. 
Automation, flexibility and stability of this complex action, as necessary qualities of 
any skill, provide situational use of the word in speech. When you perceive a word by 
ear or in a graph, its recognition should occur, which implies instantaneous 
correlation of the contextual form with its familiar image. Then the value or all 
possible values of the word from the long-term memory are called and the choice is 
made which is the only one true in this context and then the correlation of the 
contextual form of the word with its value that corresponds to the context and 
determines the purpose of this lexical unit. Hence, the receptive lexical skill is a 
synthesized action for recognizing the graphic or phonetic image of a lexical unit and 
correlating the form of a word with its meaning. 

The lexical skill (productive and receptive) presupposes the possession of formal 
attributes of the word, necessary for its formulation in speech, the semantics of the 
word, i.e. its meaning, and the functional characteristics of the word, i.e. its 
appointment. Defining in the chain appointment-value-the form is the first, which is 
due to the place and role of vocabulary in speech activity. 

Success in mastering a word depends on the ability of students to have the skills: 
• observe, compare and analyze language phenomena; 
• guess the context or word-building elements about the value of an unknown 

lexical unit; 
• work with different dictionaries; 
• conduct a vocabulary by choosing a convenient form of recording; 
• use supports and mnemonic techniques to memorize words. 
These skills and abilities constitute the general curriculum of the content of 

teaching the lexical side of speech. The linguistic component of the teaching content 
of the lexical side of speech is represented by a lexical minimum, i. е. words, word 
combinations, phraseological units, methodologically selected and organized for 
learning in the educational process. The criteria for selecting the lexical minimum are 
thematic (words should express the most important concepts in the topics defined by 
the Foreign Language Teaching Program), frequency (use in speech), compatibility, 
word formation ability, stylistic neutrality. When selecting lexical units, the principle 
of excluding synonyms and international words that fully coincide in foreign and 
native languages is taken into account. Depending on the nature of speech activity, 
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the active and passive speech minimum are distinguished. Owning an active 
vocabulary is necessary for the development of speaking and writing skills. A passive 
vocabulary consists of words that students should understand when reading and 
listening. The number of lexical units that make up the active and receptive lexical 
minimum is indicated in the Program on Foreign Languages for each stage of 
training. 

At the heart of the work on vocabulary are certain regularities, principles, 
observance of which is a necessary condition for the effectiveness of the learning 
process. These include didactic principles: visibility, activity, strength, systematic, 
consciousness, scientific, age specificity; the methodological principles: the 
communicative orientation of learning, situationality, collective interaction, the life 
orientation of learning, the correspondence of tasks of speech-activity, the 
philological training; private methodological principles: the gradual formation of 
skills; adequacy of exercises to the formed actions; interaction of exercises on the 
formation of the lexical, grammatical, phonetic aspects of speech; accounting for the 
interaction of oral-speech forms of working out vocabulary with the development of 
reading and writing techniques. 

The process of mastering a word includes acquaintance with the function of the 
word, its meaning, formal characteristics, training in the assimilation of words and 
the use of new lexical units in oral and written speech. Each of the stages of the word 
assimilation process corresponds to the stages of the formation of the lexical skill. 
The most important at the stage of acquaintance with the new vocabulary is the 
choice of communicative background, i.e. communicative orientation, which 
promotes the use of words in speech and the creation of a motive in the assimilation 
of new lexical units. At the heart of the communicative background should be 
associative processes that contribute to the involuntary memorization of words. These 
associations can be caused both by paradigmatic connections of the word (words of 
one part of speech) and syntagmatic (words related to one concept). Ways of creation 
a communicative background can be different: a story based on an illustration 
(thematic or plot picture, subject pictures, filmstrip, collage, reference poster, etc.), 
conversation, storytelling, fairy tale, video, song, etc. It is important to remember, 
that the more vivid the impression produced by the word, the more interesting the 
situation in which it was found, the better it is remembered. Mnemonic techniques: 
gestures, conventional signs, rhyming, unusual illustrations when a word is presented 
or its entry into a dictionary notebook - allows creating, as A. Leontyev said, the so-
called "trap for memory" [3,123]. 

The training of students in mastering new words is realized with the help of 
exercises aimed at the formation of a productive lexical skill and its improvement. All 
the exercises in connection with the structure of the skill are divided into two 
categories, exercises that are aimed at memorizing the word, its semantics in unity 
with the phonetic and grammatical form of the word, resulting in an operation for 
choosing a word from long-term memory, and exercises, the purpose of which is to 
strengthen syntagmatic and the paradigmatic links of a given lexical unit. 

Since the word (its form and meaning) is acquired through situational reference 
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and the need to express one's thoughts and feelings, the primary training in the use of 
new vocabulary after its presentation is carried out in conditionally-speech exercises 
(exercises for imitation, substitution, transformation, reproduction, specially 
organized communication). These exercises are accompanied by a communicative 
setting, and in the junior and middle stage of the training can be of a game character, 
for example when performing simulations: 

Confirm (disprove) the statement ... / Agree or disagree ... Imagine that I am a 
prompter, and you - actors. Let's play in the "deaf phone" ("echo", "microphone", 
etc.) when doing substitution exercises: Complete (extend, expand) the statement ... / 
Describe this item! Name the associations that arise when you mention ... 

Training in imitation allows students to create on the basis of sensations an 
auditory and visual image of the word that is associated with the speech-motor, which 
ensures the durability of memorizing the formal attributes of the word. No less 
important is the fact that there is an awareness of the meaning and purpose of the 
word in their unity, on the one hand, and the association of the form of the word (its 
auditory image) with meaning and purpose - on the other. Substitutive exercises 
contribute to the consolidation of these associative connections and develop the 
operation of calling a word [4,43]. 

Based on the mastery of various word formation methods, student's potential 
vocabulary is formed, which is of great importance for receptive speech activity. The 
main source of the potential dictionary is a linguistic conjecture. Researchers 
distinguish three groups of clues used to develop a language conjecture: 

- intralinguistic hints stemming from the attribution of words to a specific 
grammatical category, revealing its functions in the sentence; 

- interlingual, contained in words formed as a result of borrowing from another 
language; 

- extralinguistic clues that flow from the knowledge of phenomena and facts of 
reality [5]. 

The language conjecture is subjective, but special exercises can give it an 
assessing character, for example: 

- read the text and emphasize the signs of time, place, taking into account this, 
guess the meaning of underlined words, 

- underline international words, determine their meaning in their native language 
and foreign language. 

Work on the development of linguistic conjecture leads to an expansion of the 
linguistic and general outlook. 

Since the mastery of the lexical side of speech is a means of developing speech 
skills, and not an end in itself, the lexical skill does not apply to objects, final assess. 
But at the same time, the solution of communicative tasks in the speech activity 
process is possible only under the condition that many actions (components of this 
activity) are performed automatically, without realizing their particular tasks and 
ways of doing it. These automated components of speech, i.e. skills, are measured in 
turn through their components - operations. The ability to perform individual 
operations and actions that ensure the presence of all the qualities inherent in the skill 
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become an object of ongoing monitoring. 

Assessment provides not only for the adjustment of individual operations and 
their assessment, but also performs other functions: stimulates the activities of 
students, increases their responsibility, mobilizes their efforts to intellectual, 
volitional and emotional plans. 

Assessing the formation of a productive lexical skill involves checking the 
performance in the skill parameters of such operational actions as calling a lexical 
unit from memory, combining it with others, including the word in a broader context, 
and also solving the proposed communicative task. It can be carried out in a latent 
form (in solving communicative tasks) and openly: through oral or written assess 
exercises, which can be used as already mentioned earlier training exercises, as well 
as multiple choice tests or tests with a freely constructed response. Regular ongoing 
monitoring develops students' ability to critically evaluate their actions, to self-
assess. 
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Rezyume. Chet tili o'rganish uchun leksikaning o'rni grammatikaning o'rni kabi 
juda muhimdir. Jonli nutqda leksik va grammatik qobiliyatlarni bir-biridan ajratish 
mumkin emas: grammatika lug'at tashkil qiladi, natijada har qanday nutq 
faoliyatining asosi bolgan ma'no birligini shakllantiradi. 

Резюме. Роль лексики для изучения иностранного языка столь же важна, 
как и роль грамматики. В живой речи лексические и грамматические навыки 
неотделимы: грамматика организует словарь, что приводит к формированию 
единицы значения - основы любой речевой деятельности. 

Kalit so'zlar. Leksik mahorat, moslashuvchanlik, faol vapassiv so'zlik, nutq 
qobiliyati, leksik birlik. 

Ключевые слова: лексический навык, гибкость, активная и пассивная 
лексика, лексическая единица, лексический минимум. 
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Summary. In the present article some methods of teaching English technical 
terms to the higher school students and some techniques of translation of technical 
terms are viewed. 

Key words. Technical term, typology, frequency, approach, process, reliability. 

Technical vocabulary is a major concern for learners who have special purposes 
in language learning. However, surprisingly little is about such vocabulary, largely 
because there are no well established approaches for deciding which words are 
technical terms and which are not, and there are virtually no studies that compare the 
effectiveness of approaches. The technicalness is a functional aspect of a word and 
thus the particular use of a word must be taken into account when deciding whether it 
is a technical term or not. The aim of this study is to compare various approaches to 
identifying and selecting technical vocabulary. If we can reliably identify what words 
are technical in a specific discipline, we can then begin to look at the role these words 
play in technical text and the demands they place on a learner of English for special 
purposes. 

Technical vocabulary is subject related, occurs in a specialist domain, and is part 
of a system of subject knowledge. Each of these features can provide a basis for the 
deliberate identification of terms. Technical vocabulary is a part of a system of 
subject knowledge. It could thus be identified and selected by referring to specialists 
who have a good knowledge of the subject area. Technical vocabulary occurs in a 
specialist domain, so one of the approaches for identifying and selecting terms would 
be to compare the frequency of occurrence or non-occurrence in another area or range 
of areas. Technical terms should either only occur in a specialist area or occur with 
much greater frequency in that area than other areas. The notion of technical 
vocabulary has been useful in drawing the attention of the teacher/linguist to the fact 
that understanding or acquiring the relevant terminology. Nevertheless, technical as a 
category has proved to be elusive and confusing for many teachers, the reason being 
that the term has been clearly and consistently defined in the literature. Moreover, it 
is a simplistic as the specialist division in its that it attempts to classify anything that 
is specialized [1.192]. Common sense and experience indicate that this middle area 
between specialized and general is itself made up of several different types of 
vocabulary which require different teaching techniques. To illustrate what to choose, 
let us look at some types of items which have been referred to as technical by various 
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linguists: 

1. Items which express notions general to all or several specialized disciplines, 
e.g. factor, method and function. 

2. Items which have a specialized meaning in one or more disciplines, in 
addition to a different meaning in general language. Bug in computer science, for 
instance, is different from bug as we know it in every day use. Solution has different 
specialized meanings in mathematics and chemistry, in addition to its general 
language meaning. 

3. Items which are not used in general language but which have different 
meanings in several specialized disciplines. Morphological, for instance, means 
different things to linguistics and technology. 

4. Items which are traditionally viewed as general language vocabulary but 
which have restricted meanings in certain specialized disciplines. In technology 
sciences, effectives means take effect, it carries no evaluate meaning. In the same 
discipline ,genes which are expressed have observable effects i. e are apparent 
physically, as opposed to being masked. Expressed in technology is therefore not 
associated with emotional or verbal behavior as is the case in general language. 

General language items which are used, in preference to other semantically 
equivalent items, to describe or comment on technical processes and functions. For 
example, a recent examination of experts revealed that photosynthesis, and other 
processes such as digestion, do not apparently ,ever happen they overwhelmingly 
take place and occasionally occur. Take place and occur can therefore be regarded as 
technical vocabulary. 

Basing on this kind of item selection we prefer to present the following 
approaches to identify and select available technical vocabulary proposed by 
Australian experts. We have an opportunity to study the matters such as character of 
the scientific and technical terminology and formation of terms in the modern English 
language. It is possible to stop on formation of terms in the English language in 
detail: 

1 .Affication-formation of new brief terms by addition borrowed form Greek and 
Latin languages prefixes and suffixes to the stem, for example, connection 

+dis=disconnection; pre+ design; re + entry; combust +or ; absorb + ent; 
identifica + tion. 

2. Borrowings - terms can be created also by direct borrowings from other 
language, mostly from Latin and Greek, for example, the word 'stone' in the Latin 
language was used in the meaning 'calculus' , as it had served for creation of such 
terms, as differential calculus- differential calculus ; integral calculus-integral 
calculus; to calculate-to calculate. 

3. Composition- it is the way of word building when a word is formed by 
joining two or more stems to form one word, for example, propeller + fan = 
propfan; air + lock =airlock. 

4. Conversion-it is a way of formation of new words existing already in 
language without any change of their writing and a pronunciation. With the help of 
conversion we can get new parts of speech, for example, motor-to motor; generator-to 
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generator. 

5. Abbreviation-it is divided into the following groups: 
.initial abbreviation, for example, E=east; e-mail=electronic mail; 

Emf=electromotive force; 
.syllabic abbreviation, for example, intercom international communication; 

chemurgy = chemistry metallurgy; 
. apocopic words, for example, sub = submarine; chute = parachute, memo = 

memorandum ; Ry = railway; 
6.Blends, for example, motor +hotel = motel; frog + smoke=smog. 
A rating scale approach to identifying and selecting terms involves deciding 

whether the individual meanings of words fall into the sphere of specialized meaning 
or not .Deciding on or interpreting the individual meanings of words depends on the 
ability of the researchers to draw on their own domain knowledge and to make 
inferences from domain information within the context in question. At the decision 
stage, researchers ultimately have to rely on their intuition and knowledge of the 
field. One of the possible ways of avoiding the variability of intuitive judgement is to 
use a carefully designed rating scale. The rating would depend on how closely related 
the meaning to the most. There is no previous research that has used a rating scale for 
this purpose. However, when estimating the number of words in school reading 
materials, designed as the same word at various degrees of transparency of semantic 
relatedness [5.304]. For example, the semantic relatedness of overlap and overlapping 
were at the highest degree of transparency whereas fix and prefix were at the lowest 
degree. 

To ensure the rating scale is used reliably, one possible solution is to measure 
interrater reliability. Interrater reliability is used to estimate whether there is a 
reasonable degree of agreement by different raters as to where a lexical item falls on 
the scale. To make sure that the interrater reliability check works efficiently, the 
training of raters should be done using the same kinds of materials that are used for 
the research. 

Words can be classified as being technical or nontechnical words by rating them 
on a four scale designed to measure the strength of the relationship of a word to a 
particular specialized field. Using such a scale requires good knowledge of the 
subject area. Decisions also need to be made about whether to be a technical word, 
the word has to appear as a main entry or can appear in a sub-entry, whether the 
word has to appear in the same form or can include closely related family members 
and spelling variants, and whether a word has to occur alone in the dictionary or 
can occur as part of a multi-word group. In this part of the study, the lemma can be 
used as the unit of relationships, any inflected forms are considered to be part of the 
same word family. 

Of the 229 words occurring only in the dictionary, three were Latin words 
related to technical words, but not used as technical terms in English. They 
included words like anterior, inferior, flexibility, elasticity, mobility, triangular. 

The remaining 130 of the 229 are words like disk, set, captive, press. cutting, 
thread and transfer. 
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Interpretation of clues in the text requires a lot of judgment similar to that of 

using the rating scale but without the inclusiveness of the rating scale approach. 
Using a computer-based approach. Since the early 1990s, there have been 

many studies of automatic term extraction (Ahmad et al., 1994; Fukushige and 
Noguchi, 2000; Daille, 1995; Fulford, 2001; Kavanagh, 1995; Heid, 1998/1999; 
Pazienza, 1998/1999; Vivaldi and Rodriguez, 2001) due to a growing demand for 
information exchange. Computer scientists researching on extracting terms are 
constantly developing new computer software in order to obtain more accurate 
results. The process is called automatic term extraction, automatic term recognition 
or computer-assisted term acquisition. Typically term extraction software has used 
two different approaches; statistical and linguistic. Statistical approaches basically 
compare the number of occurrences in a comparison corpus. Statistical approaches 
differ from each other in two ways; 

- the size and nature of the comparison corpus; 
- the formula used to compare the occurrences. 
Of the two approaches; statistical and linguistic, the statistical approach on the 

use of the frequency and range of word forms is the one most often used in term 
extraction software. This is because terms are generally of higher frequency in 
specialized texts than in general texts-the most common and typical characteristic of 
terms from a statistical viewpoint. In order to take advantage of a statistical 
comparison, the use of formulas is more valid than the use of a stop list. The reason 
for this is that though the stop words, the most frequent words from a specialized 
corpus are not all true terms but include many general words used across a wide 
range of subjects. Technical terms are likely to occur only in a specialized field or to 
occur with a much higher frequency in a specialized field than in a different field or 
in a variety of other texts. For example, in technology, articulate refers to the 
circulation and movement of parts, outside the field it can also refer to speaking. 
Similarly, trunk refers to a part of the car in vehicle technology, but can refer to a 
suitcase or a major rail route outside that field. These homonyms however make up 
only a small proportion of the non-overlapping items identified only by the rating 
scale. The majority are items like automobile, settle, slotting, manufacture, vessel, 
factory, computer, which are commonly used both within and outside of the field of 
anatomy with essentially the same meaning. Thus neither tagging a corpus for part of 
speech nor tagging homonyms would solve the problem of distinguishing these words 
as terms. Fifty-four items were identified by the computer-based approach which was 
not classified as terms by the rating scale. Here are some of these items starting with 
those with very high frequencies in the technology corpus-work piece, loan, 
hardening, legal, wages, salary, user, fracture, produce, tool, price, drive. 

These words are common in technical texts but are not classified as technical 
terms because they do not directly refer to parts of the techniques. Rather they are 
common collocates of technical terms-anterior ligament, transverse process. These 
words would be at home in a technical dictionary but on their own they are not 
technical terms. If the goal of a computer-based approach is to identify terms and 
their collocates, then it is more successful. The proportion of terms and collocates 
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correctly identified would be 77.8% and the overall accuracy rate 91.9%. However, 
not all measures are equally important. The percentage of terms and non-terms has 
the major effect on this measure. This can be seen in the clues approach where the 
identification of non-terms is high (91.4 %) and the identification of terms is low 
(59.5%), but there is a reasonable overall accuracy rate of 83.1%. 

To be effective, primarily the number of terms correctly identified needs to be 
high. This is the most important measure. It has strong construct validity in that when 
it is being used each rating involves asking the question "How strongly related is the 
meaning of this word to the specialist field of technology?" which is the essence of 
being a technical term. It is however laborious to apply. It has quite a good overall 
rate and reasonably consistent success in identifying terms and non-terms. To come 
589 up with a definitive list of terms, it is not inclusive enough, largely because it 
also identifies collocates and it has difficulty identifying terms that are also 
commonly used outside the specialized field. It has an overall rate of 82.7% , rising to 
88 % if collocates are included as correct identifications. The goal of this study is to 
compare approaches to identifying terms so that the most reliable ,valid, and 
practical approach could be determined. The rating scale approach was assumed to be 
the most valid and comparison with the other approaches has confirmed the wisdom 
of this assumption. It is however a time-consuming approach as virtually every word 
has to be checked against the scale. It has been applied to a 93,445 token applied 
linguistics text containing 5137 different words and proved to be manageable. In 
terms of practicality, the computer-based approach works very well and if common 
collocates are included as well as terms, it is quite successful [4.147]. 

The reason for carrying out these studies is to arrive at a good method for 
identifying and selecting technical terms so that it is possible to gain some idea of 
how large technical vocabularies are, how important technical words are in texts and 
what technical words are like [2.116]. Studies of anatomy and applied linguistics 
texts have shown that technical vocabularies can be very large the technical text, 
technical vocabulary accounts for a very large proportion of the running words in 
texts and technical vocabularies can differ greatly in the kinds of words they contain 
technical terms in the applied linguistics text studied are words that commonly occur 
in other uses of the language- negotiation, interaction, incidental and many of these 
amongst the commonest words of English [2.104]. 

There are other applications of the methodology for identifying terms, such as 
dictionary construction, the preparation of glossaries, indexes and databases and the 
preparation of teaching materials. These kinds of matters are still being researched by 
linguists and methodology experts. 
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Rezyume. Ushbu maqolada ingliz tilida oliy o'quv yurtlari talabalariga 
texnikaviy atamalarni urgatish, texnikaviy atamalarning metodik tipologiyasini va 
ularni tarjima qilishning texnikalari h 'aqida aytilgan. 

Резюме. В данной статье рассматривается некоторые методы и 
подходы обучения студентов высших учебных заведении технологических 
терминов и методики и их типология с переводом на английский язык . 

Kalit so'zlar. Texnik atama, tipologiya, yondashuv, jarayon. 
Ключевые слова. Технический термин, типология, подход, процесс. 
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Resume. This article describes that the publicistic work is intended 
dramatization for the purpose of attraction as it is possible of a great number of 
people to the considered problem. 

Key words. Publicistic work, dramatization, problem, an audience. 

The term "publicism", in our opinion, has four values: 1) process of styli zation 
of a material for the purpose of giving to it publicistic character; 2) specific texts; 3) 
creativity of a special sort; 4) social institute. On the second, third and fourth 
interpretation there is a certain literature. Present article is devoted to the first value 
of the term. 

Authors of the electronic Big encyclopedic dictionary explain a word as follows: 
"Publicism - (from Latin publicus - public), a sort of the products devoted to actual 
problems and the phenomena of a current life of society. It plays important political 
and ideological role as a means of expression of pluralism of the public opinion 
formed round acute problems of life. The publicism exists in verbal (written and 
oral), graphically (a poster, caricature), photo and cinema (documentary cinema, TV), 
theatrically-drama, verbally-musical forms. The publicism is quite often used in art 
and scientific products" [1]. 

That product became publicistic, it is required that questions reflected in it 
were in certain degree. They have been finished to an aggravation stage, i.e. 
dramatized by appropriate amount. Publicistic product is created according to life 
dramatic art, validity event is processed by the author under laws of publicistic 
dramatic art. Dramatisation is the pointed reflexion of disorders in real life, 
divergences and disagreements in it, increase of interest to a social problem and 
motivation to creation of certain type of thoughts and actions to an audience, 
organization of roles and occurrence in them on purpose to understand other people, 
their thought and expectation, their opinion - to develop own civic stand. 

Creation of publicistic product is an allocation and public, most important, 
biased investigation of painful points of society, i.e. it is intended dramatization for 
the purpose of attraction as it is possible of a great number of people to the 
considered problem. Research of the thesis proved in the present article that a 
dramatization prism is a new approach to a case in point. 

Dramatisation is a method of the organization role of an audience's behavior in 
real life according to problems which ordered by the publicist to various social 
classes at a designation to them of those or other questions and prospects of their 
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decision. The audience teaches the publicist to make those or other decisions, there is 
a role of identification and self-identification. 

The word "drama" has occurred from greek drama - action which would be 
more correct to designate as experience in operation. "The dramatic nature is an 
aesthetic category characterized by action, reflecting contradictions and conflicts of 
human life" [2]. This is intended to giving to various parts of product of drama 
character that is convenient way of attracting attention. If we give tragic character to 
an event, the condition of hopelessness which leads to indifference and apathy will be 
generated. Therefore tragic publicism (that was for example, a series of reporting in 
the summer of 1876 of the special correspondent of English newspaper "Daily 
News") is seldom met. 

If it is comic publicism the audience won't concern it seriously and again the 
purpose won't be achieved. Therefore it is natural that questions considered by the 
publicist are brought home to an audience by dramatization means. So it will give 
offensive and actual character. 

The role of dramatic art in occurrence of publicistic product. The dramatic 
art can be understood differently. Its perception as one of childbirth of art creativity, 
along with prose and poetry is extended. We use this word to estimate activization 
process, conscious dramatic character of any public problem - by a point on it 
attention of weights - for the purpose of its faster perception and decision. Creation 
of publicistic product where public problems intentionally shaded is equivalent to 
questions and situation shined at dramatization. Therefore dramatization intuitively or 
meaningly, for example, in the form of exaggeration or decreasing, enters everything 
what is worth paying attention (into prose, poetry, scenic product, painting clothes, 
music, decorative art, drawing, journalism...). 

Creation of publicistic product occurs substantially on dramatization canons. It 
is carried out in each new product according to general laws and specific rules. 
Therefore each serious publicistic product represents original, in own way dramatized 
creation not similar to others. Finally, there is left that publicism as a whole is some 
kind of life dramatic art. 

Dramatization as creative and author's reception. Dramatization is 
conducted by dispute and empathy before partnership and co-authorship. "The first 
essential feature of drama is dramatic character of action developing it. None event 
dramatically can also make a drama plot ... Dramatic nature will be available if in the 
course of dispute public, political positions of arguing parties, their ideologically-
moral interests which they are guided by at the solution of arisen problems." [3] 
come to light. 

Simple acquaintance of an audience with product at skillful dramatization passes 
in active (creative) strong-willed process. Thus the publicist, keeping a documentary 
basis of event, the person and the facts, in own way dramatizes them, giving to the 
validity individual author's interpretation - through emotions, images, logics etc. 
Dramatization reception - usual business for creative specialists. Under dramatic art 
laws any activity which stabilizes validity events is under construction. In publicism 
it is known, widespread and powerful reception. The dramatic art is a creative and 
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author's way which has subjective character. But it is truthful, real way. And that 
basic value has patrimonial method of publicism. 

It is not a shame if we conditionally tell that publicism in some circumstances 
transforms life into performance. Since Hamlet times it has been known that the 
whole world is theatre and people in it are actors. The author of publicistic product 
takes out an episode (a fragment, a piece) of the validity on the scene, transforming it 
into true vital representation all laws of dramatic art are available. It is a scene (pages 
of the press calculated on broad mass, radio and television), scenario (a product 
composition), direction (approaches and foreshortenings, accentuations and 
interpretations), game of actors (acts of characters of publicistic product, neither 
person, nor action which do not completely coincide with real life), scenery (various 
descriptions and details) etc. 

The dramatization maintenance. As dramatization is usually understood as a 
game, execution by an audience to certain roles and plots. Dramatization in its 
publicist execution is not organization of theatrical scenes. Given concept is used by 
us in sense of a point, differentiating mass consumer products, an insignificant 
condensation of paints for the purpose of appeal creation, without a withdrawal from 
reality. The important point in which essential difference of dramatization from other 
forms created shows that dramatization not staging because serious publicism draws 
attention, yet does not force others and does not itself play theatrical roles. 

Dramatization possesses internal technological number and has direct execution. 
At the same time it is a part of wider concept, such as publicistic activity. Gogol said 
that the drama lives only on a scene. In the same way the publicism lives by 
exclusively dramatic character - without dramatization there is no publicism. It can be 
carried out without additional word, elementary installation, yet there is no less 
effect. To recollect Michael Romm's documentary publicistic film "Ordinary 
fascism" is enough. Deducing by publicist of covered problems on mass media is 
equivalent to the exhibition it to public scene. In one word, dramatization is general 
publicistic and aesthetic category. 

Dramatization process. Dramatization is one of the ways of formation of 
communicative culture of the population. Mass social communications are gate 
through which into mind enter humanism, intelligence, desire to improve a condition 
of people's life. 

What do mechanic and dramatic systems include, what parts do they consist of? 
Publicistic composition is created by the help of those political principles, literary, art 
and other receptions from the elements which make publicistic product. Thus object 
of dramatization are validity and article which reflects it. A subject are concrete 
problems and textual parts, word combination and separate words which these 
problems are shown in. Dramatization conditions are creation of correct creative 
conditions when the truth of political and publicistic activity is not broken. Creative 
ideas and literary - aesthetic receptions are means which help the validity and text to 
be dramatized. Dramatization laws are truthfulness, objectivity, honesty, 
constructability, conformity of real life, etc. 

Directive role of dramatization. Dramatization is equal in publicism to 
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direction i.e. style of organization of an accented number of problems and heroes. At 
publicistic product, as a rule, there is an art-aesthetic principle of formation of its 
dramaturgic number. The publicist becomes the director who purposefully organizes 
and treats validity text, developing necessary ideas and adjusting its parts on concrete 
layers of audience. 

"Direction, coordination and management art by all stages of statement of the 
play or film creation. Modern director - director by means of actor's structure, 
scenery, suits and scene illumination embodies figurative interpretation of a plan of 
the playwright. The director should understand art of game and direct actions of 
actors. He packs scenes, watches change of scenery and an exit of actors of a stage" 
[4]. 

There are all elements of dramatization in given definition: 1) coordination and 
management of perception of publicistic composition; 2) actor's structure, scenery, 
suits and illumination which in the composition flow to logician, emotions, images 
etc.; 3) to perceive game art means to understand art of creation of the composition; 
4) to pack scene means to organize structure of publicistic product. 

The publicist dramatizes the validity by means of direction art, article direction 
is conditionally equal to scene direction. It consists of logics, emotions, pathos, 
images, etc., but all it not in usual, and in publicistic execution and interpretation. 
There are actors, suits, scenery, illumination, here is argument, pathos, images, 
appeals. Thus the publicist can apply a performance as creative reception. 

Game as a creative component of dramatization. The local-global method of 
dramatic art is a game. In dramatization, keeping gravity of the approach and the 
analysis of given problem, nevertheless, as deep implied sense, it is desirable to enter 
the concept games since it involves and keeps attention of audience to a considered 
problem at subconscious level. It is not necessary to concern given concept 
thoughtlessly. Game - one of patrimonial qualities of the person, peculiar for it since 
ancient times. It became one of the ways of its formation as reasonable person. In 
hunting and communal games it was considered to be knowledge, experience, social 
skills and quickness, studied in leadership, collectivism and execution of social roles. 

According to experts, "game - the version of physical and intellectual activity 
deprived of direct practical expediency and representing to individual possibility of 
self-realization beyond its actual social roles. Game is one of the key concepts of 
modern culturologists. Modern interest to a problem of a game element in culture is 
caused characteristic for XX century humanitarian thought by aspiration to reveal 
deep pre reflexive bases of human existence connected with the way inherent only in 
person's experience of reali ty. Game is poly sided concept designated both special 
dogmatic type of outlook and set of certain forms of human activity. 

Game is also the sphere of emotionally sated communications uniting people 
with various social status and professional experience. Game has considerable 
value and as an element of creative search liberating consciousness from under 
oppression of stereotypes, it promotes construction of likelihood models of the 
investigated phenomena, designing new art or philosophical systems or simply 
spontaneous self-expression of the individual" [5]. 
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More detailed characteristics to concept is given by authors of collective site 

—Remote educational portal 'Prodlenka'": "Game-dramatization is a kind of activity 
in the conditions of the situations directed on a reconstruction and mastering of public 
experience in which self-management of behavior develops and improves. It is 
possible to allocate following functions of dramatization: 

- entertaining (to entertain, give pleasure to inspire, to arouse interest); 
- communicative (connected to development of dialectics of dialogue); 
- self-realizations in dramatization as range of human practice; 
- therapeutic (overcoming various difficulties arising in other kinds of ability to 

live); 
- diagnostic (self-knowledge in the course of game, revealing of deviations from 

standard behavior); 
- corrections (putting positive changes into structure of personal indicators); 
- socialization (inclusion in system of public relations, mastering norms of 

human hospitality). 
Dramatizations are inherent in following lines: 
- free developing activity undertaken only by child's will, not only for the sake 

of result reception, but also for pleasure from the process of activity; 
- creative, improvisational, active character of this activity; 
- an emotional saturation of activity, rivalry, competitiveness, competition, 

attraction, etc.; 
- presence of the direct or indirect rules reflecting the maintenance of game, 

logics, its time sequence" [6]. 

Conclusions. Does it all mean that dramatization is manipulating people? No, 
since it is not pulling and actualization of data. False dramatic art cannot receive 
present recognition of an audience. For example, laws of truthful dramatization are 
inevitably observed in scenic creativity, dramatic art wouldn't survive in a 
competition to other kinds of literature: novels, poems, stories, articles, films. 

Concerning a difference between dramatic art and dramatization it is possible to 
notice that product of dramatization is a publicistic process, a method of giving 
publicistic character to composition whereas publicism as a whole is a dramatic art of 
life. 

Why do other people not see those problems which are so obvious to the 
publicist? Even if they see cannot transform them into dramaturgic product (for 
example, usual journalists)? Because they are not publicists. Publicists are people of 
special sort, they are playwrights of validity. 

Basic law of dramatization as style of publicism consists of that the truth of 
emotions is high-grade and certainly reflects to life truth to be adequate to it. 
Documentation of statement and accuracy of reasons of publicist have in the 
conditions of dramatization a fate meaning for publication. Dramatization of ideas 
and composition style is the game of grown-ups, the action of reforming of 
surrounding reality with the help of publicism. 
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INTERACTIVE JOURNALISM 
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Summary. The article describes the interactive nature of Internet journalism. 
Examples of interactive journalism are analyzed. 

Key words. Interactivity, multimedia, audience, spider web 

Interactive journalism means more Internet. Western researchers also agree with 
this opinion. Bernardo Alen, in his Interactive Internet article, said: "Interactive 
journalism has intensified the Internet. That is why we understand the interactivity of 
the Internet. " The idea of the scientist raises questions about whether there is 
interactivity in other media. In our study, we will examine specific examples of mass 
media, especially the interactivity of the Internet. 

Our access to information technology has a major impact on development, and 
progress is rapidly moving forward. These opportunities have had a significant 
impact on the media as well. The discovery of the "spider web" has intensified the 
flow of information. The Internet has also received newspapers, TV and radio. It 
allows users to access all media at the same time. Customers can access information 
from any point of the world. At the same time, there is no borderline. In a word, it is 
one of the key features of "the determining factor of the modern appearance of 
information technology and the Internet" [1, 28]. 

The Internet is infinite and unlimited. The network creates unlimited liberties. It 
has the capability to use it. It is the unbroken form of freedom. 

Journalist is regarded to be the bridge between the state and society. Therefore, it 
provides the society with information continuously. Today, journalist is respected as a 
leader in our society. In any case, the problem lies in the fact that mass media 
workers find solutions to the challenges faced by the society. He waits for them. It 
tries to solve its problems in the same way. Journalists should also keep such 
responsibility and reverence for themselves. Its main task is to calculate the demand 
of the audience. That is, it is obvious that working with the trust of the fans is a 
necessity. To achieve that effect, a journalist must adhere to the principles of 
professional ethics in any situation. Or, as stated in some codes of conduct, it is 
important for journalists to be aware of their professional ethics requirements, noting 
that he is a journalist, not a simple person in the process of daily work. The Russian 
scientist EP Prokhorov describes journalists' professional ethics as follows: "The 
materials of the Internet and newsletters of the newspapers and magazines are 
distributed to the most recent news web spheres [2, 74]. An example of this is the 
story of the war in Iraq, the terrestrial movements in Dubrovka, the collapse of Kursk, 
and the news on the fire at the Ostankino tele at Runet. 

As for the linguistic meaning of interacency, the inter - mutual, "action" means 
interaction, interchange, exchange of information in our subject, and, in general, the 
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level of social impact, ie, bilateral activation of information exchange in the dialogue, 
[3,15]. In this case, the audience is not an instrument that serves the sphere of mass 
media, but an instrument that reflects the idea of the media audience. In interactivity, 
every word of the audience returns to the audience through the air, and the idea is 
published on the Internet. This is a very important process for the media. 

Journalism does not always develop interactively, but it always works to reflect 
the audience's outlook. In some ways, he tries to get the idea of the audience, the 
dialogue, and the effects of his influence. Interactivity is a feature of journalistic 
intuition. Another problem is that this feature is interactive. The forms of interactivity 
can be seen in different genres of journalism. "The focus of his attention is the 
interaction of individuals. However, although each person is regarded as a subject of 
this process, he is interpreted as an actor, not as a summary, but as a representative of 
a particular social group. 

"The journalist needs to be in harmony with the time he needs to take advantage 
of the latest technologies, and the audience should be aware of the effectiveness of 
the information, because if the quality of the information is not strong and the 
coefficient of influence is not strong enough, The client's time is limited, and many 
foreign media programs are psychologically produced, that is, broadcasting or 
listening does not disturb people. The Internet can also be used to create media and 
web sites, while online radio stations are trying to place more live chat messages with 
the audience, making it an Internet-based radio station, Audience feedback is 
available. 

Extremely technological processes like dialing, correction, assembly and 
interactive journalism do not exist. The largest news site works on a specific 
program. For example, for the site www.poisk.com, people put the information into a 
news feed and then try to make the text web-surfaced. This will add FTP to the 
folders. At Yandex, the news is being prepared differently. Searching for it, the robot 
will go to the partner's site and get a specially crafted export site every 10-15 
minutes. As a result, www ntws, yandex.ru partners will be featured in the text of 
news (title of the article) and Lead - short notice. Thus, any modern subscriber can 
stay in his / her room and receive the latest news, weather and currency rates. "The 
managers can go to www. Equestion, and technical experts can find the information 
they need from www.triz-riru, marketer websites" [4,112]. For example, the number 
of Internet users in our country is now at 2.5 million. There are more than 500 
Internet media outlets in the country. If we consider that about 10 people are involved 
in each of the Internet mass media, the creator of this site is working on nearly 5,000 
Internet subscriptions. 

In developed countries, interactive TV sets up a combination of the Internet and 
cable TV, which means that the audience can subscribe to online broadcasts. TV -
speed, at the same time, creates a double connection. Although this route is Europe, 
today the Internet is becoming more and more popular in the United States. 
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It is known that, especially at the beginning of the 21st century, when there is no 
bipolar world with the confrontation of two ideologies, the processes of globalization 
and the formation of the information society are in full swing, the relationship 
between nations and states has become so strong that it is simply impossible to keep 
them away. But the influence of the globalization process on the life and activities of 
nations is ambiguous. In order to clarify all this in both theoretical and practical 
aspects, it is necessary to understand the problem of the relationship between the 
national and the universal. In this regard, the problem of the interconnection between 
the national and the universal human has acquired the current meaning in the modern 
conditions of the post-Soviet development of sovereign republics. n Uzbekistan, key 
for the implementation of new positive developments in all spheres of human 
existence, the immediate and future goals of its development is a well-thought-out, 
scientifically-based policy, which proceeds from its own path of renewal and 
progress. First of all, it proceeds from the national-historical way of life of the 
population, way of thinking, folk traditions and customs. (see Karimov, IA 
Uzbekistan: national independence, economics, politics, ideology T., Uzbekistan, 
1993 p.41) For example, family and makhalla, as a pillar of our mentality, allow 
people to cope with many of the problems and difficulties of the current transition. 
period, to maintain the continuity of the good old and useful new. ( p. 135) 

The people of Uzbekistan are historically characterized by collectivist principles 
of life activity, which is reflected in the whole structure, their needs, interests and 
behavioral attitudes. 

If we take the Karakalpak people, then these features of everyday life are rooted 
in the traditional communal way of life. However, these national-historical 
peculiarities do not mean that the Karakalpak people are deprived of international, 
universal human features, features that have become values of communication 
between nationalities, the entire community of nations, reflecting the values and 
principles of world civilization, the integration processes of modernity. 

This actualizes the problem of disclosing the interaction between the national 
and the universal, reflecting in itself the objective process of developing the 
conditions and forms of the vital activity of peoples. In this regard, the clarification of 
the dialectical interrelation between the national and the universal in the way of life is 
of particular importance. However, in the understanding of the dialectics of the 
connection of these phenomena before, and especially now, there was not and there is 
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no unambiguous approach. In the understanding of some authors, the national 
includes the universal, social-class and national-specific. In the interpretation of some 
researchers, the national includes national-specific and inter-ethnic elements, and in 
others the national identically national-special, national-specific. The differences are 
understandable, since the national is a complex, multifaceted, contradictory 
phenomenon. It is hardly true to identify a part (side) of a phenomenon with a whole, 
which inevitably leads to an exaggeration of one or another element to the detriment 
of others. This, in particular, is obtained from authors who reduce the national 
exclusively to the national specific. Recognizing that very national-specific features 
distinguish one nation from another, we proceed from the fact that national and 
national-specific are not the same thing. The national is derived from the nation-
forming traits, the concept of "nation." But the national in another case is derived 
from the concept of "nationality", expressing the ethnic specifics of a nation. These 
two approaches to the national require its consideration in the unity of the social and 
ethnic components. There is a point of view according to which due to the fact that 
ethnic is less manifested in work, it is more expressed in the organization of life, in 
the structure of material consumption, in the forms of use of free time, in meeting 
spiritual needs for interpersonal communication, etc. identically national-specific. In 
reality, the restriction of a national-specific only to an ethnic would contradict the 
point of view of a nation as a socio-ethnic community accepted in social philosophy. 
Therefore, in our opinion, the authors are right who, when defining a nationally 
specific way of life of a people, point to concrete historical factors of its formation, 
both social and factors that, to one degree or another, have contingent significance. A 
number of authors link the functioning of the universal in the national with the ethnic. 
However, the universal is present in the social and ethnic components of the 
national. Human values in the national are all values that belong to all people, are the 
property of all mankind. But at the same time, the universal human being learned 
nationally, becoming a universally recognized value within the defined boundaries of 
the communication of the nation is localized by established social ties. This indicates 
the absence of some abstract universality, the non-historical nature of the universal in 
the structure of the national. If we take, for example, the phenomenon of friendship 
between peoples - the need for people to live in peace and harmony, the idea of the 
need for their cooperation, the exchange of material and spiritual values, etc., then 
they are organically included in the values of the most diverse peoples. However, its 
implementation in the social practice of international communication has 
fundamental differences depending on the level, which is characterized by the 
development of the economy and politics. Often, in the republics of the former 
USSR, the realization of the idea of friendship of peoples was artificially widely 
advertised while ignoring the growing needs and interests of various nationalities. As 
a result, the ability of peoples to use their own, historically created forces and 
abilities did not fully become the practical basis of their unification into a collective 
life. But the idea of the friendship of peoples as a value, embodying the desire for 
peace and harmony of various peoples, their representatives did not stop paving the 
way even under these conditions to the normal functioning of their cooperation. At 
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the same time, the traditions of friendship of fraternity, dating back to centuries, the 
principles of harmony and good neighborliness, in the modern conditions of 
independence of peoples, in particular, Uzbek and Karakalpak, have risen to the rank 
of the constitutional foundations of their life activity. Under the present conditions of 
independence of the republics, with all the reality of serious contradictions and 
difficulties in interethnic communication, often acquiring a political nature (say, 
aggravation of interethnic conflicts, war, etc.), the common interests of all 
humankind, emerging under the influence of global problems, cause the expansion of 
friendship peoples, in particular, it goes beyond class. It is the feeling of community, 
kinship that becomes the freer and more conscious choice of the abilities of each 
people to behave in accordance with the goals and objectives of the new scale of the 
problems of human society. No matter how strongly expressed the universal in the 
national, the latter also "merges" in the universal. For the very national, reflecting the 
characteristics of the living conditions and activities of a certain people, is 
inseparable from the common characteristics of human interests and needs. The 
fundamental and vital issues of this or that people, being characterized by universal 
significance, are also a high humanistic essence. The national way of life also 
characterizes the peculiarities in the way of life activity of this or that people, which 
appear in the integrity of national-specific, universal moments and reveal through the 
characteristics of closely interrelated determinants of socio-economic, cultural, 
natural, geographical, etc. order. These are the traditional type of economy, life, 
language, mental makeup, traditions, geographical environment, etc. None of these 
named factors by itself does not determine the peculiarity of the people's way of life 
and turns out to be an effective factor only in combination with other elements and 
necessarily, in terms of refraction through the prism of this stage of social 
development. So, not only work in general and attitude to work, but in particular, the 
nature of employment constitutes a necessary aspect of work as a structural 
component of the lifestyle of a given people. But here the important role is played by 
the social form of labor, reflecting the essence of the relations that people enter into 
in the process of labor. In all periods of social development, when the product of 
labor is appropriated by the employer, labor for the workers themselves meant 
nothing more than the source of their material existence, remained for social 
production agents only a means of life. But the socialist system, based on 
equalization, further aggravated the limited relations of a particular people to the very 
source of life - to work. This, of course, prevented the identification of the common 
human interests of the people, embodying the prestige of working life. Only when 
social relations are no longer mediated by the framework of imposition in the form of 
external coercion, does the scope for expanding the interconnection between the 
national and universal human beings open. This is evidenced by the social and 
national revival of entire peoples of the former USSR in the conditions of their 
sovereign development. This also concerns the participation of peoples in the 
management of their own affairs and social relations, the mastery of the social, 
cultural, educational, everyday life activities that they are transforming, in a word, of 
their whole way of life. 
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Rezyume. Maqolada xalqning turmush tarizida milliylik va umuminsoniylikning 
o 'z-aro bog'lanishi qaraladi va ijtimoiy borliqning bu ikki komponentning birisiz biri 
bo 'lmasligi, rivojlanmasligi to 'g 'risida fikr asoslanadi. 

Резюме. В статье рассматривается взаимосвязь национального и 
общечеловеческого в образе жизни народа. 

Kalit so'zlar. Globalizatsiya, o'z-aro bog'lanish milliylik, umuminsoniylik, 
turmush tarzi. 

Ключевые слова. Глобализация, взаимосвязь, национальное, 
общечеловеческое, образ жизни. 
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AESTHETICS IN TEACHING PROCESS 

Xudaybergenova Z., Yermekbaeva I. 
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Summary. This article deals with the subject of aesthetics and its role in the 
teaching process is highlighted. 

Key words. Aesthetics, teaching process, A.G. Baumgarten, human perceptions, 
beauty, aesthetic values, perception of grace and beauty, Leibniz G. W. 

The grace and beauty of the world are so diverse, colorful, passionate and 
magical, where materialistic and spiritual attractiveness is harmonious. The desire of 
a person to understand the world of beauty is inextricably linked to the aspiration of 
the environment to understand the reality. In addition to creating the world of beauty, 
there is a need to understand, perceive, and explore the essence of this world. 

In our language there are words "grace" and "beauty". The beautiful thing is 
seen with delight. Beauty is also seen in the eyes, felt with tongue, and perceived by 
mind [2.11]. 

Aesthetics in the East is called "Ilmi badi'a", "Ilmi husniyya" [2,8]. From 
Aristotelian to Imam al-Ghazali, from Alisher Navoi to Alexander Baumgarten, from 
Deni Didro to the former philosopher Hegel, all ethics and aesthetics are ideological 
and theoretical subjects that are part of the philosophical science. 

The term 'aesthetics' comes from Greek, aistesis, and can be translated with the 
words sensation, sense and feeling. This terminology forms the basis of a widespread 
interpretation of aesthetics as a type of recognition, 'sensory recognition', giving the 
senses a special physiologically based experience and recognition potential [8.14]. 

The term 'aesthetics' is introduced to the scientific circulation by the German 
scientist Alexander Gotlib Baumgarten( 1714-1762). At that time he relied on the 
doctrine of another great German scientist Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716). 
Leibnitz divided the spiritual world of a person into three spheres- intellect, will and 
sense and feeling and stated that each one is a separate that is important to learn 
philosophically. Till Baumgarten, there were science of logics that learns intelligence, 
ethics that studied will. However, there was no subject that investigates the sense and 
feeling. Baumgarten's work in this regard is that, he filled the empty space by 
introducing the term 'aesthetics' that means 'Sense, feel, perceive' [12.4]. 

Deeper than the whole meaning of this action expressed, perhaps, Hegel, when 
wrote: "I am convinced that the highest act of the mind, embracing all ideas, is an 
aesthetic act and that truth and good unite are related only in beauty. A philosopher, 
like a poet, must possess aesthetic gift. The philosophy of the spirit is an aesthetic 
philosophy "In one form or another, we find the meaning of this statement in many 
the great thinkers of the last centuries" [11.24]. 

Aesthetics is the science that studies, researches and analyzes the world of 
beauty, conducting scientific research in this area, teaching its essence to people, and 
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spread it. 

There are always conflicts about the study aesthetics: is the aesthetics art or 
beauty? 

Fundamentally, Kant's critique concerns the claims that aesthetic judges make 
on one another, and whether these claims can ever be rationally justified: how is it 
possible to make legitimate demands on the agreement of others for judgments based 
on nothing more than subjective feeling-something we frequently do when 
confronted by natural or artistic beauty-and why is doing so of fundamental 
significance to what it is to be human? Heidegger, by contrast, takes the subjective 
starting point of Kant's aesthetics as itself symptomatic of what is wrong with 
modernity, notably our concern with subjective experience, and as such a 
trivialization of art's true significance. Against this, Heidegger sees the function of art 
as revealing the historically or culturally specific epochs of "being" manifest in how 
what is as a whole shows up to which human beings are themselves subject [15.20]. 

And it can be turned out that aesthetics is the science that learns both of them 
and except these, it includes many other values. 

Aesthetics is a philosophical science. Philosophy is a thought-provoking 
blossom, a garden of spirituality. The science of philosophy is a doctrine that teaches 
the truth, creates the worldview, and is knowledge of man and the world. 
Philosophical Sciences - Ethics teaches you to be humanist, and honest, and 
Aesthetics is a science that gives wide knowledge on beauty. 

Some scholars say that aesthetics is only a science fiction, and another group of 
scholars regard esthetics as the theory of art. For example, V.G.Belinsky says, 
"Socially active art is a subject of aesthetics." N.G. Chernyshovsky considers the 
aesthetic to be realistic, artistic [4,78]. 

Aesthetics explores the beauty as a science, grace and sophistication in the field 
of human practical work and the general laws of art. We understand differently the 
beauty and the ugliness in reality. Our views, our imaginations and assesses are 
relative, and it is the function of the aesthetics to estimate it impartial. 

The basic concept of aesthetic science is beauty and it has inner and outer 
meanings. The wise men pay special attention to the balance of inner and outer 
beauty. That is, in addition to appearance of a person, his submissiveness, character, 
diligence, good will and other aspects, that is outer and inner worlds should be 
concordant, so that there will be perfect beauty. 

Aesthetics is a science that learns and teaches through the sense, sensation, 
perception, and evaluation of the laws of the world of spirituality, and art. Aesthetics 
learns the principles of cultivating the most valuable wealth of humanity. Aesthetic 
feelings are the ability to perceive and evaluate the beauty and sophistication, 
magnanimity and mischief, tragic and curiosity that show the spiritual emotions in the 
surrounding environment. 

Aesthetic needs are the aspiration for goodness and beauty. This necessitates 
labor, art, and beauty in morality. All aspects of man's activity are expressed through 
aesthetic attitude to the whole world. There are a number of very close, meaningful 
concepts such as aesthetic relationships, aesthetic acquisition of things, aesthetic 
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knowledge, aesthetic thinking, and aesthetic activity, directly related to the aesthetics 
theme. The concept of aesthetic absorption among them includes the aesthetic 
attitude, aesthetic knowledge, aesthetic thinking, and aesthetic activity. That's why it 
is better to say that aesthetic science learns the essence and laws of aesthetics of 
humanity. Aesthetic assimilation of universe is the main content of art, that is to say, 
aesthetics serve as the methodological basis of art. 

The subject of aesthetics is not only beauty, but also a kind of study of such 
values as glory, nobility, tragedy, ugliness, humiliation, laughter, seduction, and so 
on. 

So why do we learn aesthetics? 
At the 48th Session of the UN General Assembly, our first president, Islam 

Karimov, from the world's rostrum to the whole world, said: "It is no secret that 
spiritual, scientific and aesthetic values play an important role in the life and 
traditions of our people" [1.33]. As it can be seen from this, Uzbekistan is a fertile 
and progressive state. 

Tomas Manro and Eten Surio, the scientists of the developed Western countries, 
say that "a nation with no ethics, aesthetics is a poor nation" [3, 56]. 

Anytime and anywhere there is the need to learn aesthetics in a great number of 
fields. For instance, in politics, social fields, economics, arts, and so on. 

Aesthetic education is a specific interaction of cognition and emotion, 
incorporation of the arts across the syllabus. It develops: - art and cultural 
awareness; - perception; - creativity; - emotional intelligence; - ability to 
critical reflection; law (forms legal culture and behavior); - foreign language 
(enables learners to understand another culture, enhances general culture, broadens 
horizons, develops mind); - music (develops the ability to perceive and understand); 
- visual art (develops the perception of reality, visual perception, imagination, 
spatial inference, remembrance, feelings; unlocks creativity); - physical education 
(develops lifelong sensitivity to health issues, brings joy to oneself and others). It is 
known that aesthetic education and upbringing imply a wide range of methods and 
approaches. For example: - interactive methods of teaching (interaction between the 
participants of educational process); - acquisition and discussion of the great works 
of art (visit museums, art galleries and exhibitions); - reading literature (familiarity 
with artistic masterworks, historical and cultural monuments, battles, etc.); -
dialogues, discussions (develop critical thinking and evaluation skills, ability to think 
deeply about a topic); - seminars (outline the features of visual thinking, artistic 
imagination, perception, emotional and aesthetic evaluation of artworks); - artistic 
and creative contests (develop creativity and need to creative activities, aesthetic 
taste); - listening to music (develops music imagination); In addition to these, 
aesthetics is a key factor on learning and teaching process as well [10.11]. 

"According to these theories aesthetic activities are an integrated and 
irreplaceable part of all children's socialization. Essential activities that develops 
creativity and enables the child to use the aesthetic languages to reflect and 
communicate feelings, experiences and impressions, and develop understanding of 
herself, the others and the world she is a part of. "In order to grasp this potential, we 
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need to deconstruct both the concepts of "aesthetic" and "education" to find new 
ways to organize what we shall label as cultural-aesthetic and playful education" 
(Rasmussen and Wright 2001) [6.1]. 

That is, aesthetics helps even students be communicative, able to reflect feelings 
in a beautiful, aesthetical way, as well as helps teachers be more creative and able to 
design activities and other teaching processes well. 

The aesthetics of learning or the seeking out of beauty and loveliness as Vecchi 
(2010) describes it has been embraced by the Reggio Emilia educational Philosophy 
and can be seen in the ateliers, the spaces and rich environments of the schools, the 
presentation of children's learning processes through pedagogical documentation as 
well as in the materials offered to children on a daily basis to contemplate. 

On Study visits to the schools you cannot fail to see the beauty in how they 
organize their spaces for children and educators to learn alongside of each other. 
Aesthetics In this context is a poly-sensorial approach to understanding each other 
and the world [5.21]. 

Giudichi and Vecchi reminded me that aesthetics and expressivity offer an 
alternative educational path that embraces learning as a way of wondering, of seeking 
beauty, of looking for the complexities, of searching for connective and multiple 
networks and modes of understanding. It enables children to show what they care 
about and enables others opportunities to visibly listen to what they say in a hundred 
languages. Aesthetics is a way of knowing that for many politicians and economists 
may seem unessential and irrelevant right now, but this myopic viewpoint is to deny 
children an expressive voice and to deny them a powerful and generative context of 
and for learning [7.8]. 

Aesthetic Education is a source of getting touch with the process of learning 
something new, of being introduced to a medium never known in a particular way 
before. It is the incorporation of the arts across the curriculum in a way that 
encourages an awareness of and appreciation for all that touches our lives. 

Since aesthetic quality is an aspect of all activity, perception, and intelligent 
thought, aesthetic education helps students discover new ways of looking at, listening 
to, moving in and speaking of their everyday experiences. And since aesthetic quality 
is concentrated in the arts, the study of music, dance, drama and the visual arts most 
directly develops aesthetic awareness. Aesthetic education opens up areas of learning 
too seldom experienced in school: 

> the power of a work of art to change children and teachers 
> the relationship between student and teacher sharing opinions 
> the challenge of taking risks, to ask open-ended questions 
> the enjoyment of learning to express oneself in new ways 
> the self-esteem gained from experiences that teach self-respect 
> the exploration of a broad range of human relationships 
> the opportunity to combine mind and emotion, cognition and sensory 
experience, analysis and intuition toward understanding something as a whole 
[9.2]. 
Currently, spiritual development and aesthetic education have become 
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prosperous elements of modern education. Educational institutions are the main 
social services which provide educational processes. Here aesthetic education is 
realized through the system of class and extracurricular training. In general, aesthetic 
education is learning in, about and through the arts. Aesthetic education enables 
learners express their feelings and ideas, develops imagination, creativity, 
expressiveness and critical spirit [10.9]. Aesthetic education is an essential 
component in upbringing. 

Practitioners who continue to learn may form stronger emotional connections 
with their students, as they engage in the same struggles to acquire understanding. 
Brookfield equally highlights how transformative teachers exert themselves beyond 
their comfort zone to acquire new knowledge, stating that, "the best teachers are 
probably those who have achieved their skill mastery, knowledge and intellectual 
fluidity only after periods of struggle and anxiety," as they can become more flexible, 
engaged and empathetic as they attempt to meet deadlines and engage meaningfully 
in their work [13.3]. 

Now let's have a look at the role of aesthetics in lives of children. 
Children's aesthetic engagement in reading has also supported the integration of 

various genres. 
Children retell stories they have read, add their own variations, and re-enact the 

tales out not only the stories they read, such as "Jack and the Beanstalk", but also the 
ones they wrote. Through drawing, children can visually narrate previously read 
stories or originate new stories. As Thomas Newkirk (1989) has noted, drawing is a 
form of storytelling with its own visual language of conventions to show narrative 
action and exposition. Involvement with different artistic media allows expression of 
thought and feeling that 'brings us into the heart of the artistic-aesthetic'[12.503] 
Picture books attest to the successful integration of linear and nonlinear textual 
functions to tell stories: "The tension between two functions creates unlimited 
possibilities for interaction between word and image in a picture book" 
(Nikolaj eva,2003) 

In my point of view aesthetics is not only the science of researching and 
exploring the beauty, but also there is general knowledge of aesthetics that means 
every beautiful things as well as connected with the art. Actually, according to ancient 
philosophers beauty was supposed to be completely other thing, it was related to life, 
benefits, enjoyment. To my mind beauty is something that makes me really happy, 
makes me smile or makes me relax; what makes me to think that I'm really alive, the 
life really exists, the beauty exists and it is the duty of all people to have general 
knowledge on aesthetics. Especially this article helps the future students and teachers 
understand deeply the term aesthetics, beauty, art, and teaching process in further 
future. It can be additionally studied more thoroughly in scientific works so that 
everyone can be aware of the aesthetics and its importance. 

In summary, aesthetics is a science about the most general laws of subtle human 
perception of reality. When a person's aesthetic thinking develops, and improves, his 
socio-spiritual, ideological, political and spiritual aspirations become more and more 
clear. Because aesthetic thinking gives a theoretical reasoning of a person's aims in 
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aesthetics, enriches the analysis of the aesthetic culture and art practice, explains the 
philosophical foundations of aesthetic theories, and shows the aesthetic perception of 
reality. 

Thus, aesthetic science is a manifestation of the aesthetic perception of reality 
and the primitive proportions of artistic creation processes. In other words, aesthetics 
is a science that learns and teaches the laws of the artistic processes through emotion, 
perceptions. According to all these facts, we can undoubtedly state that aesthetics is 
needed everywhere including especially in the fields of teaching and learning. And 
without getting the general knowledge on ethics and aesthetics no teacher and no 
student can be perfect. 
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One of the most lively and socially significant processes occurring in modern 
English is the process of activating the use of foreign words. It is necessary to speak 
about the intensification of the use of these words, and not only about new 
borrowings, since along with the appearance of neologisms, there is an expansion of 
the use of economic terminology. 

«Пополнение словарного состава за счёт лексики других языков -
естественный, неизбежный процесс. Пополнение происходило и происходит во 
всех языках, начиная со времён глубокой древности» [1;161]. 

The terms of borrowing are considered bilingualism, i.e. the result of territorial 
contact between two nations. This also includes such speech activities as reading, 
translation, commenting on the foreign press, participation in international 
conferences and congresses. Another condition for borrowing can be the fact that in 
society there is a predisposition to adopt a new foreign language vocabulary. 

Communication with the Western world has predetermined the borrowing of 
numerous financial and commercial terms: barter, voucher, dealer, distributor, 
investor, clearing, leasing, futures loans. 

This borrowing was due to the familiarizing of the financiers of English-
speaking countries to international terminology. And in view of the acute public 
actuality of the phenomena designated by these terms, the terms themselves go 
beyond the bounds of professional usage and are widely used in print, radio and 
television. 

Thus, the word "sponsor", which appeared in the mid-1980s, was added to a 
number of titles with similar meanings: patron of art - impressario - manager-
menedjer. 

The sponsor was originally designated a person or organization that provides 
financial support for the creative activity of artists, musicians, artists, then the object 
of sponsorship activity was understood more widely, but the "provides financial 
support" component remained. 

However, on this wave of satisfying the needs of the language, a lot of verbal 
rubbish that litters the language has surfaced. The foreign word was not only 
unnecessary, but also prestigious. In this case, the measure and selectivity in the 
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application of foreign language vocabulary begins to be lost. The overall mood wins, 
fashion. Here are some lexical parallels indicating that there is no need for borrowing, 
since there are lexical equivalents. 

The modern tendency to use a foreign language instead of the English word 
indicates excessive excessiveness to the "alien" word. 

With a more differentiated approach to determining the causes of borrowing, the 
following is usually distinguished: 

The need for naming new phenomena, concepts: inflation (inflyaciya), business 
(sawda), privatization (hujjetlestiriw). 

The need for specialization of concepts: marketing (bazar), management 
(basqarma), audit (reviziya). 

The pursuit of fashionable, more modern word. Against the general background 
of wide borrowing, the "overseas word" turns out to be prestigious, sounding 
beautiful. In this case, the very understanding of the word is elevated. For example: 
office (kense), auditor (revizor),franchise (epshil). 

Foreign language vocabulary penetrates into all spheres of life in modern 
society, enters everyday life, replaces English familiar words. 

These words entered the life of the Russians, along with the concept that they 
denote. Now it is our life: business, firm, corruption, holding, monitoring. 

Evidence that the words have become firmly established in English - their 
metaphorization and ability to obey English grammar. 

The foreign language word is not only grammatically used in the English verbal 
environment, but also sometimes adapts to the English word usage. So the word 
"farm" has long acquired one of the new meanings - "a private farm or agricultural 
enterprise on its own or leased land plot. Hence the farmer - "the owner of such an 
enterprise." But in the modern Karakalpak language consciousness the farmer is a 
resident of the village, often a newcomer, financially independent. 

The above examples can create the impression of oversaturation of modern 
English language with foreign words. At first glance, this is so, in fact, here we must 
speak about a certain distribution of foreign words. The most economic terms are full 
of newspaper and magazine texts relating to the economy. 

In the process of distributing new borrowing, merit belongs to politicians, 
economists, and journalists. And in the hierarchy of spheres, conducting in the 
language of new borrowing are: the press, radio, television. 

In the Karakalpak language, a significant number of economic terms arose from 
external resources by borrowing from other languages, which continuously passed 
through the entire history of the development of this language. This is a natural 
process based on the communication of the speakers of these languages in various 
areas of life. 

Borrowed vocabulary goes into the vocabulary according to the method of 
calculating yet. Until now, in linguistics, in assessing the tracing of the different 
approaches, yet the borrowing division is recognized as the most faithful. 

This vocabulary is divided into two main types: full tracing paper and a semi-
dummy. Both types of cripples are part of economic terms. 
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Borrowed lexical elements are intended to be full tracing paper,formed by 

translating the morpheme structure into another language according to the sign a lot 
of economic terms, terms-full cripples. For example: ziyan, saliq, mulk, milliy bazar 
and other terms appeared in the vocabulary due to borrowing from the Arabic and 
Persian languages, and the words cooperative, economics, bank, credit, farmer,a firm, 
a dividend, a stock marquis, currency bourses and others from Russian and other 
languages by direct penetration. 

According to the method of incomplete translation loan words the following 
semitranslation loan words were formed: ishki bazar, ekonomikaliq qatnasiqlar and 
others, which are presented mainly in the form of terms, phrases. 

Among borrowed terms, there are distorted elements both in structural-semantic 
and semantic features, which N. A. Baskakov pointed out at one time. For example, 
tracing paper jumissizliq, isblermen and others were the result of structural and 
semantic tracing and terms; ozin ozi qarji menen tamiynlew, ozine tuser bahasi and 
others arose whether as a result of semantic tracing. 
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Surely, the attitude of a person and society is a matter of philosophy. It is 
impossible to explain the historical process without any scientific explanation. As the 
relationship between the history of human and the history of nature is interdependent, 
it requires an explanation of the ecological activity of the historical process. 

Ecological activity refers to the activity of human society in nature. Taking into 
consideration the fact that some communication is influenced by both sides, the 
definition of nature and society is made through both. It is difficult to deny that there 
is a great deal of leadership in social life. It also influences the historical process. 
Nature's activity can also be triggered by its internal contradictions or response to 
community activity. In either case, this activity has a unique effect on the historical 
process. However, the activity of the "community-nature" system is usually related to 
the society. It is totally unique when compared with the system of animal life and 
animal environment. Researchers believe that this difference can be attributed to a 
particular type of activity - ecological activity. 

Indeed, if we look at the ecological activity as a matter of maintaining the 
balance of society and nature, we can honestly say that. Moreover, if a balance 
between nature and society is violated, active efforts to restore it will also be 
ecologically active. 

The basis of ecological activity is the awareness of society that it is necessary to 
interact with nature. As a result, this is a prerequisite goal and the task of its 
implementation is active. 

Certainly, no one guarantees that the goal will be met. The reason for this is that 
even a variety of unexpected situations can even be caused to the damage to nature. 
For example, according to the scientists, in 1980, the closure of the Kara-Bogaz-Gol 
was aimed at improving the natural environment, but the result was unpleasant. 

It is presumed that it can be used wisely when implementing environmental 
activities. The material and psychological aspect of ecological activity and the 
maintenance of balance in the nature-society system. In this regard, we consider the 
activity of the materialist producer and the activity that requires each other to be 
psychological. For example, a producer's activity aimed at improving the 
environment should be accompanied with psychological activity - environmental 
policy, the implementation of legal norms on nature protection in the work of people, 
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the formation of environmental consciousness in society should always complement 
each other. Otherwise, we can understand nature and society as contradictory ideas. 

The Extensive factor of economic development during the Soviet era greatly 
damaged the social-economic and cultural development of our country. This often 
depends on the Aral problem. After all, the ecological problem that caused by the 
human who only aroused from nature and forgot to protect it had a negative impact 
on the activity and psychology of the people. The circumstances of these difficulties 
is linked to the independence period. Moreover, our President Sh.Mirziyoyev in his 
statement issued at the 72nd session of the UN General Assembly on September 19, 
2017, emphasized the concern of the world community on the Aral problem. After all, 
the ecological problem of the Aral Sea is one of the key pillars of our foreign policy. 

On August 24, President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh.Mirziyoyev met with 
the Presidents of the International Aral Rescue Fund in Turkmenbashi city, 
Turkmenistan. The new strategy for solving the problem was made by the President 
of the Republic of Turkmenistan transforming the region into an ecological 
innovation and technology zone, and transforming 2 million hectares of the 5.5 
million hectares of the dried ground of the sea to improve the ecosystem of the 
region. Over the next fifteen-twenty years, these tasks will be accomplished. 

In addition, currently the sown area with drying habitat and other similar 
plantations has reached 700,000 hectares, which is affecting the ecological tension. 

State programs for the solution of Aral problem, complex work plans are being 
implemented. 

It should be noted that the Humanitarian Charity Partnership for the Aral Sea 
region of Uzbekistan has been invited to create a Trust fund and the UN also supports 
this proposal. 

In summary, in the preservation of the balance between nature and society in 
today's development of our people, ecological activity, which is aimed at restoration 
of this disparity, closely helps. 

Rezyume. Maqolada ekologik faoliyat ekologik borliq elementi sifatida 
qaraladi. 

Резюме. В статье экологическая деятельность рассматривается как 
элемент экологического бытия. 

Kalit so'zlar. Ekologiya, borliq,ekologik faoliyat, ekologik borliq. 
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Summary. This article examines the fundamental features of journalistic skills. 
Particularly, the criteria that directly affect the journalistic skills have been 
emphasized by the position of modern thinking and journalism. 
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Currently journalists have two important tasks: first, to raise issues that are of 
concern to the public, and to express them clearly in a considerable way. Secondly, 
working timely in accordance with the requirements of nowadays. Identifying two of 
these factors requires a high level of professionalism directly from the journalist. We 
cannot consider the fact that mastering journalistic skill by just one person to be a 
solution. If it is acquired by the entire association of journalists and active authors, it 
could have high quality advancement. From this point of view, journalist's work, 
especially his writing skills is in great demand. We cannot evaluate journalist's 
writing skills and make a conclusion that his creativity is either full-fledged or 
notorious by reading their one or two published articles in the press. Journalist will 
search and work on himself in order to write a simple message. In that case we might 
record the journalist's writing skills. As everyone have different kinds of abilities, 
various talents, some people's skills may develop years by years. 

However, if we say that this is a concrete issue, then we will have an idea in one 
direction. Some young people who have just started their creative career may have an 
opinion "Mine is nothing when comparing to his" when they see others' works. But it 
is better not to forget that the caravan goes and recovers. If we say that the basis of 
the journalist's creative work is talent, the enrichment of this talent requires a great 
deal of work from journalist. In order to make better talent in ourselves we need to 
work on without stopping. There is no publication in artistic literature and no 
journalism in print media without facts. Therefore, in collecting facts and analyzing 
life events, journalist sees everything critically. The significance of the fact and the 
reasons for its execution should be clarified. Journalistic skill is the skill of perfect 
writing, the deep study of life, the mature statement, the way to clarify the truth, and 
proper use of logical thinking in good ways. 

It is necessary to answer the question what is journalistic skill? in teaching 
journalism subjects. This means that a journalist who takes note of fundamental 
characteristics of journalistic skills and who wants to learn journalism in this context 
should first understand the meaning and essence of journalism. As you know, the 
word "journalism" has five key meanings: 1) socio-political activity related to the 
collection, processing and dissemination of information; 2) Professional editors, 
people (editor, reporter, reviewer, etc.) for the media; 3) a series of interviews, 
interviews, articles, reviews and other works for the media; 4) Mass media system 
(press, TV, radio, internet); 5) social institute. Among these, the concept that covers 
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the broadest and most other meanings is that it is a social institute of journalism [4]. 
If journalist takes into account these explanations his works are blessed. For example, 
understanding journalism as a social institution is aimed at raising the level of 
activities in this area, reaching out to other state and collective institutions, and get 
the status of the fourth power. 

Media activities need to be taken into account today's stage of journalism 
development. Modern Journalism - Journalism of the XXI century. Today, there is so 
much serious change in the world of journalism, and knowing them and using them 
effectively in the day-to-day operation is an essential requirement of the profession. 
These features include the following: 

- sharp increase in information flows; 
- The audience may receive information from other sources about the event 

covered by journalist; 
- Changes in social life criteria, in the transition to a market economy for 

example, (in the audience, especially in youth, the priority of pragmatic moods, etc.); 
- younger independent generation's development in learning foreign languages; 
- Journalistic methods, and variations in the number of genres. 
For the journalist modern thinking has always been a top priority. It would be 

easier to define this worldview from yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
The journalist has always been in search and future because he is interested in 

the future: building civil society, working well with civil institutions, respecting the 
law and building a legal state, employment of every citizen, material prosperity, the 
creation of an open society in terms of access to information, the achievement of 
citizens' self-governance, and bringing journalism to the fourth level of power. 

The widespread cosmopolitanism around the globe at the end of the twentieth 
century led to a strengthening of the patriotism principle. In fact, countries with 
advanced information technology deny patriotism and glorify cosmopolitanism and 
seek to prove its superiority. As Harvard University professor Samuel Huntington 
writes: "They deny loyalty to their countries and their fellow citizens and protect the 
interests of mankind in general. This was in the 1990's by the scientists community. 
Professor Marta Nussbaum from the University of Chicago describes patriotism as a 
"moral danger," proving the superiority of cosmopolitanism towards patriotism, and 
suggests that people "glorify the world community". 

Professor Betty Chen Craig of the University of Georgia attacked him for his 
patriotism because of "strong bond of courage". Professor Peter Spire of the 
University of Hofstra, affirms, the use of the word "we" in the international sense is 
becoming increasingly difficult. Previously, people use this word to express their 
interactions with their own national government, but this relationship does not 
necessarily represent the interests and even commitment of a particular individual at 
the international level" [5]. But we cannot agree with this point of view. In our 
opinion, the idea of patriotism, national independence is a feeling of affection for a 
person who loves his or her homeland and at least includes the following: to know 
their history, to study the works and works of our great ancestors, to respect national 
values and traditions, to be always ready to defend the Motherland, upbringing of 
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youth in the spirit of patriotism, etc. 

At the same time, every citizen of Uzbekistan has unique character and this 
feeling, in turn, embodies the following: acting on the basis of universal values, 
respecting universal values, respecting culture of other people, promoting the 
development of small nations and ethnicities, adhering to secular democratic 
standards and so on. 

A more serious measure that directly affects journalistic skills is the identity of 
the journalist. The creator does not live in a vacuum, so he is primarily concerned 
with journalism and journalists, the state, society and citizens. The creative 
environment in the editorial also has a direct impact on the journalist. In the course of 
its activity, the creative objective should reflect the objectivity of its object in its 
subjective material, for which it must develop a mechanism for implementing this 
principle. The personality of the journalist is also reflected in his individual qualities: 
knowledge, experience, ability to write, etc. And most importantly, every journalist 
needs to have his own position, I and value the role and importance of his I. 
Journalism is a global issue of creativity, not a narrow description of which most 
people imagine. Because journalists are an advanced group of society, they cannot be 
out of modern life. To do so, they need to have a world outlook and be able to quickly 
explore social issues. The globalization processes that are taking place around the 
globe are creating a challenge for the nation. 

Countries with strong information technology are impacting on other 
independent states. Such movements include propagation of cosmopolitanism and 
proselytism, and even information exponentialism. It is not enough for journalists to 
overcome negative external influences, and they should protect their fellow citizens 
from these threats. For this, they need to adopt patriotism and internationalism, one of 
the fundamental characteristics of journalistic skills. Of course, the position of 
journalist and editors are crucial in addressing such complex issues. The nature of 
human beings is such that it is always interested in conflicts. 

Thus, a journalist in his work does not hesitate to deal with a problematic 
situation in which he or she is most frequently encountered, and he should speak with 
knowledge and provide solutions to all. Journalists have a high reputation in front of 
their audiences. In that case, he must acquire enough knowledge, experience and 
creative skills. 
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Rezyume: Ushbu maqolada jurnalistik mahoratning fundamental xususiyatlari 

o'rganilgan. Xususan, jurnalistik mahoratga bevosita ta'sir ko 'rsatadigan mezonlar 
zamonaviy dunyoqarash va jurnalist pozitsiyasiga alohida urg'u berilgan. 

Резюме. В этой статье рассматриваются основные особенности 
журналистских мастерства. В частности, критерии, которые 
непосредственно влияют на журналистское мастерство, были подчеркнуты 
позицией современного мышления и журналистики. 

Kalit so'zlar. Jurnalist, jurnalistik mahorat, pozitsiya, fakt, axborot. 
Ключевые слова. Журналист, журналистское мастерство, позиция, 

факт, информация. 
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INCREASING STUDENTS' INTEREST IN PROFESSIONALLY 
ORIENTED FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
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Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh 

Summary. This article is devoted to the importance of professionally oriented 
approach in teaching a foreign language. 

Key words. Effectiveness, method, forms of classes, professionally oriented, 
students of non-linguistic specialties. 

The rapidly gaining speed of the XXI century makes increasing demands on 
education, on teaching foreign languages. At this stage, it is recognized that 
knowledge of a foreign language is necessary, useful and beneficial for the higher 
interests of the nation and the state. Today in the Republic of Uzbekistan there are 
favorable conditions for the study and teaching of foreign languages, improving the 
quality of training. The decree of the First President of the Republic of Uzbekistan I. 
A. Karimov "On measures to further improvement of the system of learning foreign 
languages" is of great importance in the theory and practice of teaching a foreign 
language. Therefore, there have been many changes that have led to the development 
of a system of proficiency levels. 

In the context of these changes, the effectiveness of foreign language teaching 
depends on the quality of teaching and personnel support of the educational process, 
differentiated training, taking into account the abilities and capabilities of students, as 
well as the development and competent use of new educational technologies, 
including: innovative information, search for new forms, methods and techniques of 
learning. We need teaching methods that would help not only to train, but also to 
develop the potential of the individual. Modern education should be aimed at 
preparing students not only to adapt, but also to actively master the situation of social 
change. 

In foreign language classes, a special place is given to forms of classes that 
provide active participation of each student, stimulate speech communication, 
contribute to the formation of interest and desire to learn a foreign language. 

In the professional training of law students at the University, an important role is 
assigned to the formation of readiness for professional communication, and taking 
into account the development of close international cooperation and readiness for 
professionally oriented communication in a foreign language. Currently, the quality 
of training of a modern specialist is assessed through such indicators as competence, 
independence, readiness to make decisions in situations of alternative choice, the 
ability to adapt to rapidly changing production conditions, the availability of 
motivation for continuous education and professional growth in a competitive 
environment, professional responsibility, active participation in international 
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professional partnership and integration programs. For this reason, today there is a 
need to take a fresh look at the process of learning in general and learning a foreign 
language in particular. The realization of the fact that the knowledge of a foreign 
language becomes a key to the professional success of a modern specialist increases 
the importance of the linguistic component of higher education in the University. 

Analysis of the current state of the practice of higher education in the field of 
foreign language teaching shows that, despite a certain degree of theoretical 
elaboration of these issues, graduates of non-linguistic specialties of the University 
have a low level of foreign language proficiency they are not aimed at using it in 
professional situations of communication. It is possible to change the existing 
situation if the content of the educational process in a foreign language is focused on 
the new needs and requirements of society, namely: the formation of readiness for 
professionally oriented communication in a foreign language. 

Foreign language is a universal means of professional, industrial life, so when 
teaching a foreign language in high school is becoming increasingly urgent problem 
of development and formation of professional competence of students. In this regard, 
the training of professionally oriented foreign language in a non-linguistic 
University, which provides for the formation of students ' ability to communicate in a 
foreign language in specific professional, business, scientific fields and situations, 
taking into account the peculiarities of professional thinking, is of particular 
relevance. 

Professionally oriented communication is understood as education based on the 
needs of students in learning a foreign language, dictated by the peculiarities of their 
future profession or specialty. It involves a combination of mastering a professionally 
oriented foreign language with the development of personal qualities of students, 
knowledge of the culture of the country of the studied language and the acquisition of 
special skills based on professional and linguistic knowledge [1;37]. 

The current state of higher education with emerging trends in its development 
puts forward new requirements for the professional training of graduates and their 
personal qualities. Among the important: deep professional knowledge and skills, the 
ability to apply them flexibly, initiative, communication skills, creative activity, 
readiness for continuous self-development. The competitiveness of a modern 
specialist is determined not only by his high qualification in the professional sphere, 
but also by his readiness to solve professional problems in the conditions of foreign 
language communication. Professionally oriented communication can take place in 
formal and informal settings, in the form of conversations with foreign colleagues, 
speeches at meetings, conferences, collective discussions, writing business letters and 
e-mail. Therefore, the content of foreign language teaching should be professional 
and communicative. It is necessary to clearly define the goals of teaching a foreign 
language to non-linguistic students. Students' interest in the subject increases when 
they clearly represent the prospects of using the acquired knowledge, when this 
knowledge and skills in the future can increase their chances of success in any 
activity. 

Currently, the emphasis in training is shifted to the development of speech 
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communication skills on professional topics and conducting scientific discussions. 
Very effective is the use of business games as an active educational technology of 
teaching professional foreign language communication. The criteria for the selection 
of material for classes are the feasibility and accessibility, visibility, combining 
different exercises in working with a special text, active assimilation and use of the 
studied material. When teaching a professionally oriented foreign language in high 
schools, we can highlight the following main points: 

- educational and methodical complexes are developed specifically for teaching 
students of a particular specialty and focuses on teaching language tools (grammar, 
vocabulary, phonetics) and communicative functions specific to a particular sphere of 
language use associated with a particular specialty; 

- the main methods of teaching a foreign language are aimed at the development 
of students ' mental abilities; these are problem tasks, tasks for the development of 
strategies for meaningful reading (understanding the communicative meaning of a 
foreign text), followed by the use of information extracted from the text to solve the 
communicative problem, etc.; 

- it is necessary to take into account the professional needs and personal interests 
of students (professionally significant topics and situations used in language learning, 
authentic tasks, problem texts that raise topical issues related to future professional 
activities, etc.) helps to increase motivation when learning a foreign language [2; 56]. 
Internet sites for various specialties, samples of business documents in English and 
video materials are the main sources for the selection of materials for English classes. 

Professionally oriented foreign language training should be aimed at solving the 
following tasks: 

1. Development of communication skills by types of speech activity (speaking, 
listening, reading, writing). 

2. Mastering certain language knowledge (knowledge of phonetic phenomena, 
grammatical forms, rules of word formation, lexical units). 

3. The formation of socio-cultural knowledge that introduces students to the 
culture of native speakers, help to adapt to a foreign language environment, to avoid 
misunderstandings in communication. 

4. Mastering a certain set of units of professional vocabulary, special 
terminology in a foreign language. Learning the language of the specialty requires the 
assimilation of a large number of terms and special concepts necessary for the future 
specialist. 

Professional orientation of training requires the integration of a foreign language 
with specialized disciplines, careful selection of the content of educational materials. 
Educational materials should be focused on the latest achievements in a particular 
field of activity, timely reflect scientific discoveries, innovations relating to the 
professional interests of students, give them the opportunity for professional growth. 
The essence of professionally oriented foreign language learning is its integration 
with special disciplines in order to obtain additional professional knowledge and the 
formation of professionally significant qualities of the individual. Hence, there is the 
main difficulty of the implementation of such training in universities. Of course, a 
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teacher of a professionally oriented foreign language should learn the basics of the 
specialty, basic professional vocabulary, and be guided in terminology. After all, often 
the lack of basic training of the teacher leads to distortion of meaning in the 
translation of texts, accentuation of information that is not important from the point 
of view of a specialist [3;10]. 

Thus, professionally oriented foreign language training is aimed at:: 
-providing students with a set of knowledge necessary for the implementation of 

professionally oriented communication in a foreign language on the basis of 
interdisciplinary integration; 

- strengthening the practical orientation of the process under study through the 
use of modular and design educational technologies in foreign language classes with 
students of non-linguistic specialties; 

- the formation of the readiness of students of non-linguistic specialties for 
professionally oriented communication in a foreign language. 
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Rezyume. Bu maqolada ingliz tilini kasbga yunaltirib o 'qitishning ahamiyati 
haqida so 'z yuritilgan. 

Резюме. В статье говорится о важности профессионально-
ориентированного подхода в обучении иностранному языку. 
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